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Recognition of <I>Ke fraternity suspended for one year 
A Wl'l adminiMrallve hearing 
board hub suspended recognition of 
the Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity for one 
year. effective immediately. 
The admimstrative hearing and 
suspens1on are the result of charges 
against the fraterni ty brought out by 
WPI for "breaching the relationship 
statement for WPI and the fraternity/ 
sorority system," specifically creat· 
ing an environment which contributed 
10 the harm of others and is inconsis· 
tent with the goal\ of the college a\ 
well as with community standartb: 
and irresponsible usc and regulation 
of alcohol. "Fratemitielt, as members 
of the campus community, have the 
obligation to conduct themselves 
within the law, acceptable standards. 
and college goab," says Neil Norum. 
President Strau s requested Lhe 
administrative hearing board based 
on board of inquiry findings of an 
incident Lhat occurred at the fraternity 
in November. 
The one year su~pension means 
that Ph1 Kappa Theta cannot panici-
pate in rush acuvitielo, (period of the 
time when new students leam about 
the fraternity system through cam-
puswide programs, house tours. and 
informal gel· togethcrs): will no 
longer be recognized in Institution 
publications nor be represented on the 
Interfraternity Council (IFC). Also. 
the chapter cannot compete in organ-
ized events on campus nor use WPI 
facilities as a group. There are ap-
The Student Newspaper of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
pro:<~mately 80 chapter members. 
Other sanctions 1mposed by the 
campus judicial <,ystem were Lhat the 
majority of fraternity members must 
attend a formal sexual awareness and 
an alcohol awareness seminar before 
the fraternity can reapply for WPI 
recognition. 
The Phi Kappa Theta alumni or-
gani7ation, owner of the fraternity's 
Lhree houses at 26 Institute Road, 22 
Dean St .. and 53 Wachusset St., voted 
this past week to suppon the sane-
Lion\. The alumni organization orti-
cers met w11h Lhe fraternity chapter 
last night and ind1cated Lheir suppon 
of the sanctions. The alumni organ•· 
zation nlso determined that Lhe chap· 
ter members would be permiHed to 
live in the houses until the end of the 
1990·1991 academic year in May but 
not function as a fraternity. The three 
houses will be vacated in May and 
remain so until a decision is made on 
WPI recognition and Phi Kappa Theta 
reorganization. 
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Gompei's Place opens for business with new look 
by Jeuifer KavlD 
FeaJure1 EdiJor 
A new facility has been added to 
WPI's campus recently- Lhe new 
Gompei's Place. The renovations 
have finally been completed and what 
used 10 be Gompei 's is now a deli. 
pizzeria and function room. The main 
entrance is in the front of Gompei's, 
not the side entrance to Sanford-
Riley. The entrance can be found bv 
The new Gompe.i's Place snack bar which will sene pizza and deli 
sandwiches. Delivery available on or near WPJ's campus. 
following Lhe ramp and the green 
handrails outside of the side entrance. 
Plans for an awning and signs have 
been made for the near future. As you 
enter the foyer, Lhe snack shop is to the 
right and the function room is to the 
left. 
The deli and pizzeria is managed 
by Karen Hills. There are tables and 
chairs to seat 62 people at one time. 
The floor is covered with black and 
white checkered tiles and the walls 
have various an work hanging on 
them that add to the atmosphere. The 
menu offers such thing~ a~ p1aa (with 
prices as low as $3.25). Calzones, 
fre~h deli sandw1che~. <;alad~ . chee-.e-
cake. and cookies. Piua!> may be 
delivered on or near cnmpul>. The 
piaas are made fresh and are not 
frozen shclb. The pi11a oven pro-
duces a cooked piu.n in \ix minutes. 
The deli offer., frt'h meat and cheeses 
that ma) be bought by the pound. 
The funcuon room doe-. not look 
dra.\lically (;hanged There are new 
chandeliers and comfonable cha1r... 
The light'> have d1mmer <,witches for 
the various functiOO\. The 'once\ 
have been taken down off the wall\. A 
WPI Stage Band impresses festival crowd 
by Troy Nielsen 
Associate Edilor 
and avante-garde ja11 1diomo;. Also 
notewonhy were the excellent l>Oios 
of Rob Bennett (alto ~axophonel and 
John MacNeill (electromc wind in· 
mument). 
The WPI Stage Band will be per· 
forming on campu' at the WPI Trad1· 
tions Day on Tue .. day April 16. Please 
take the ume to check outth1~ talented 
group of jazz mUl>icians. 
permanent but also portable stage has 
been added. There will be tables and 
chairs set up in the function room for 
studying or group meetings for 104 
people at a time. 200 people can be 
s~ted for a show. 
There are still some additions to be 
made such as signs and a bulletin 
board listing the scheduled events. 
There are handicapped accessible 
restrooms also. This new addition of 
a snack shop and a new and improved 
function room should be very popular 
on campus. 
Choosing your own path 
On Wednesday, April 3 at 8pm in 
Alden Hall, Mrs. Lonise P. Bias will 
present a lecture on motivation, inner 
strength. love. and happiness. Mrs. 
Bias. the mother of the late Len B1a.s. 
Lhe Univer..ity of Maryland basketball 
player who d1ed on June 19. 1986. JU 1 
two day' after being drafted by Lhe 
Boston Celuc~. take!; tht!> personal 
lol.s "-' a m1,sion to help others avoid 
her son·, trngic end. She has spent the 
past scv~:ral year.. touring the country 
uddrc"'"l: i\,uc., on dmgs. alcohol. 
fam1ly. hope. " ··lf·c\lccm. and love. 
A recent rclea ~e on MN. BHI'i calls 
her a " v1vauous and ded1cated 
woman full of energy... (who) chal-
lenge., )'Outh and adult\ to wage war 
agamst sub-.tance abuo;e (and) ad-
drc.,~e' the 1\)UC of peer pres,ure." 
Mr... s.a .. · mc .... age l'i posiuvc. at 
time\ referred to a' "'p1ntuaf', and 
her ability to 1mpact an audience 1s 
unden11.1ble. 
Prior to taking on her mission, 
Mrs. Bta.~ wa' employed by the larg-
e\t banking m~tituuon in Washmg-
ton. D.C. She was educated in the 
public school <;ystem of Washmgton. 
D.C. after wh1ch he concentrated 
studies in the area of religion at the 
B1ble l n~tllute m Washington. D.C. 
She i& mamed and has two children. 
She has been travelling across the 
United States for the past three years 
as a lecturer and a consultant. 
This program is open to Lhe entire 
WPI community free of charge and ·~ 
sponsored by the Interfraternity and 
Panhelllc Counc1ls. the Student Life 
Office and the Consonium for Higher 
Education. For more information 
please contact Nancy Hunter Denney. 
Assistant Dean of Student Life. 
rs. Lomse IJias to 
esteem message to WPI. 
On February 23, 1991. the award-
winning WPI Stage Band performed 
for the annual Boston Umver..ity 
JauFest. The JauFest is an opponu-
nuy for local high-caliber college ja.u 
bandlt to perform in a clinic/concen 
environment. An all-day event, 
JazzFest aJiows over 15 bands 10 
panicipate in 20-minute performance 
segments. During Lhese segments, 
each band pcrfonns and then is cri · 
tiqued by two legendary jazz anists. 
Guitarist Jim Hall and trumpeter Herb 
Pomeroy were this year's critics. The 
nature of the critiques is purely con-
structive and educational: this was 
not a competition or "carving" con-
test. 
The highlight of the Jn7tFc't '' the 
evening perfonnance of three college 
jo:n bands selected fmm the day·., 
performance llcgment~ follow-ed by a 
combined band performance consiM· 
•ng of Jim HaJJ and talented Bo"on 
University Jazz Lab. The three col 
lege jazz bands performing were ~e­
lected from a pool of over 15 bnndo; on 
the basis of talent. program diversity. 
aecurncy, and energy. Colleges repre· 
<;ented by jazz bands included WPI, 
Boston College, Colby College. 
UMass Amherst. and Roger Williams 
College. WPI was honored as being 
one of Lhree bands that performed in 
the evening for an audience of over 
300 people. 
Peer Education Program launched at WPI 
In the early afternoon, the two jaa 
anists teamed up to conduct an hour-
long clinic that was open to the public, 
as was all of the day's events. During 
this clime, Jim Hall and Herb Pom· 
eroy mainly performed jazz standards 
and let the music do the talking. For 
those auending, it was more than a 
mouthful of education. 
While Lhe WPI Stage Band only 
performed Lhree songs for the 20-
minute clinic performance. it was the 
band's diveTSe program and careful 
execution that ensured the evening 
performance slot. The programming 
diversity is a credit to Stage Band 
director, Rich Falco, who spent weeks 
analyzing appropriate songs for the 
I 6-piece modem jazz band. The three 
songs performed accurately repre-
sented the swing. latin. contempary. 
A new, comprehensive Peer Edu-
cation Program ("P.E.P.'') is being 
launched at WPI! The goal of the 
program is to give \ludents a chance to 
learn from other students about issues 
that may affect Lhem. It is hoped that 
students will Lhen be belter able to 
make informed decisions regarding 
these issues. At present, education on 
Lhe following topics will be included: 
HIV/AlDS. alcohol use/abuse. and 
sexual abuse/assault. 
What makes "P.E.P." different 
from Lhe aJready existing peer educa-
uon groups called STAAR (Students 
Teaching AIDS Awareness and Re-
sponsibility) and SMART/SADD 
In recognition of the following important events in the life 
of the WPI community Newspeak announces a 
Special Issue 
Look inside to find special pages dedicated to : 
*Women's History Month 
*International Week 
*Elections 
(Students Making Alcohol Responsi-
bility Theirs/Students Against Drunk 
Driving)? "P.E.P." is centralizing and 
expanding the genernl peer education 
training Lhat members of Lhese exist-
ing groups receive and IS providing a 
larger communny of campus peer 
educators for the purpose of contin-
ued contact and suppon. The special-
ized traming Lhat the focus groups 
receive will be expanded by the focus 
groups' own advisors, who are also 
pan of the central P.E.P. coordination 
effon. Students who are alr~dy pan 
of STAAR or SMART/SADD are 
encouraged to continue wilh their 
valuable work and to lend their exper· 
tise to the new students who join 
P.E.P. 
The third educational focus, sexual 
abuse/assault, has not been presented 
in an ongoing peer education format 
before now. The Personal Safety 
Commiuee, a group which has spear-
headed the acquaintance rape preven-
tion programs on campus during Lhe 
last few years. surmised that students 
might be more receptive to learning 
from other "udent~ than from staff 
members. The advisors of Lhe sexual 
abuse/a<;sault educatiOn group will be 
designing a brand new training pro-
gram m Lh1s specialization. 
If in Lhe future other existing 
groups on campus want 10 panake of 
P.E.P. 's general peer education train-
ing opponunities and/or to join rant..s 
wilh P.E.P.. they should contact a 
P.E.P. member. 
Staff members who have been 
anvolved in the initiation of WPI 
"P.E.P." are from the following cam-
pus departments: Health Servtces, 
Campus Police. Counseling and Stu· 
dent Development Center, Student 
Life Office, and Housing and Resi-
dential Life. Julie Bolton, a WPI 
student. has also been part of the plan-
ning effon. 
Most imponantly, P.E.P. is cur-
rently looking for undergraduate and 
graduate students who would like to 
be involved. There are opponunities _ 
for students who want to present pro-
grams 10 small groups of students on 
campus and for Lhose who would like 
to be involved in educational effons 
which do not involve presenting 10 
others. The students who join will all 
attend general peer education training 
seminars, and then they will attend 
specialized trainings in the area(s) in 
which Lhey choose to specialize. 
Students who are interested and 
faculty and ~taff who would hke to get 
involved may contact JoAnn Van-
Dyke at WPI Health Serv1ces, 831 -
'iS20. Undergraduate students will be 





United States aircraft shot down an Iraqi 
airplane and forced another to land on Wednes-
day, forcing Iraq to adhere to the cease fire 
agreement, whjch includes a ban on nights of 
Iraqi military aircraft. On Friday, another 
airplane was shot down. All the airplanes that 
were flown to Iran during the war remain there. 
The actions may have been pan of an effon to 
:ud the Iraqi rebel • which have repeatedly 
exchanged fire 'with Republican Guard troops. 
In the sou them pon city of Ba.\ra, Shiite rebels 
were reponed to have killed several high rank-
ing members of the Republican Guard. Kur-
di~h rebels in Nonhem Iraq claim to have 
control of a many cities. Including the oil pro-
ducing town of Kirkuk. The Bush administra-
tion has said that the coalition forces will 
continue to occupy Iraq until the internal strife 
is ended. On Saturday. Saddam Hussein an-
nounced that he was giving up the position of 
Prime Minister. He i~ still very much in 
control. however. and retain' the powerful post 
of president. Other mimstef'> were shuffled. 
and Tariq AziL became the deputy prime min-
ister. and lost hjs foreign affairs post. 
Bush sajd that he wanted lrnq to pay repara-
tions for the "environmental terrorism" that 
Saddam Hussein's military cau11ed during the 
war. This include!. a large oil slick in the gulf 
and torching of oil well~ in Kuwait. 
The situation in Yugo~ lavia might be eas-
ing. after the previou~ wect.. ·, numerou1> dem-
oru.trauons threatened to move the Balkan 
nauon towards civil war. Yugo'ilavia IS made 
up of SIX republics. and w:b created at the end 
of World War I from remnant'> of the Turkish 
Ottoman Empire and Auwo-Hungarian em-
pire. The ethnic groups in the republics have 
different customs and language!>. which causes 
some problems. La~ t week. the republic of 
Serbia removed one of ill. members of the 
federnl presidency. which would have left the 
body without a quorum. Ho"'ever, the crisis 
WB.l> averted two days later when the delegate 
wnhdrew his resignation. The Yugoslavian 
arm) sa1d that it would not u'e 11~ army to 
affect politics, but it would intervene during 
ethmc conflicts or civil war. 
Gorbachev announced that there would be 
price hikes on many food and con\umer ilems 
next month in the Soviet Umon, as the eco-
nomic crisis in the counrry worsens. 
Polish President Lech Walesa visited 
WB.l>hington. and was able to convince Bush to 
NEWSPEAK 
cancel70% of the S2.9 billion debt that Poland 
owes to the Umted States. Wale.'ia's Vl\11 was 
the lirst ever of a Polish leader to the United 
States. 
In the nortllwest African nation of Mali, 
government troops open fired on demon~tra­
tors in the capital city of Bamoku. and killed at 
lea.~t 15 people. The government is o m1li1ary 
dictatorship, and has been ruled by Lt. Mou!>\a 
Traore c;mce 1968. Mali gained its independ-
ence from France in 1960. The demon!>lrators 
were demanding that Trnore step down. and 
that democratic reforms take place. 
In the west African nation of Togo. Presi-
dent Eyadema agreed to all the demands of his 
opponents. including democratic reforrn'l with 
a multiparty !>ystem and amnesty for political 
dissident8. 
In South Africa. the government released 40 
prisoners, includmg some African Na11onal 
Congre\s (ANC) activists. 
70.000 people demonstrated in the Ea.st 
German city of Leipzig last Monday. and 
demanded that the government of the recently 
united country do more about the economic 
situation in the Eastern half of the nation. On 
Saturday. 100.000 people protested in Berlin, 
demanding that Chancellor Helmut Kohl re-
sign. Ea~t Germany faces rising unemploy-
menr. us many of the former inefficienl state 
run enterprises are being closed. 
The Health Minister of Peru resigned last 
Monday, after a di pute with president 
FuJimon over controlling the cholera ep1dcm1c 
which htt!> already cau~ the death of 300 
people. 
National News 
In New Hnmp!,hire, school media Uldc 
Pamela Sman was found guilty of conl>pirucy 
to commit fif'>t degree murder, and received a 
life sentence. Smart had a sexual relationship 
with a fifieen year old Mudent, who later killed 
Smart'<; hu\band. The student later claimed 
that Smart had encouraged him to do 11. al-
though Smart denied that the student had acted 
on hi\ own. The trial received nauonal med1a 
attenuon, and \orne people said that the tnal 
wru. unfa1r J>ecauo,e of its ~nl>ationali'>tic quali-
ties. The trtal was broadcast on local TV. and 
the jury wa., not .,equc~tered. Crit ic~ of the 
court case say that the jury members were 
subject to outside influences which may have 
affected their impartiality. 
The Brndy Bjll. named after Reagan's press 
secretary who was ~hot by John Hinkley. will 
be voted on !>Omctime in the near future by the 
members of the house and ~enate . The bill 
would pul a ~even day waiting period on the 
purchase of any firearm. Proponents of the bill 
say that the measure would ~c rve us a "cooling 
off period" so people couldn't immediately get 
access to a handgun during a ume of ar.ger. 
Opponents of the b1ll. mcluding the National 
Rifle ~iation. ~y that the bill is a violation 
of second amendment nghts.•and would be 
unfair to people trying to protect them~lves. 
They also say that the bill would not stop 
crimes committed by lirearm~. 
In New York. live police officers face 
murder charges after a Queens man was found 
to have been choked and beaten to death during 
an arrest for car theft. The action comes just 
days after the nation wa tunned by a vide-
otape of a Los Angeles man being beaten by 
Los Angeles police office~. LAPD chief 
Gates has refused to re!>ign. 
The Space tauon design IS going to be 
overhauled, and reduced atleast30% in length. 
The action comes after congress has cut $8.3 
billion from the Budget of NASA though 1999. 
The Supreme Court ruled 6-3 that Johnson 
Controls had to allow women of childbearing 
age to work in the company'!> battery division. 
Women of childbearing age had previously 
been denied the right to work in the division 
because the large amounts of lead could lead to 
birth defects. even 1f a woman got pregnant 
after 1.he MOpped work mg. While women that 
chOO\C to wort.. in the d1vi,ion will have to fill 
out disclaimers, the children, 1f affected. could 
still sue the company. Newly appointed su-
preme court ju'>IICe Dav1d Souter ruled with the 
maJority. pleasing many feminbt groups that 
had opposed his nomination. 
Eric Clopton's son died when he fell out of 
a forty-ninth floor wmdow in New York. 
Business Ne"s 
The Stock Market dropped almost 90 
pomt , and clo1.ed below 2860. One of the 
mam reasons for the fall wal> IBM, which 
reponed thai profit were going to be much 
lower than previou&ly expected. Programmed 
trading also contributed to the decline in ~lock 
prices. The US dollar continued to strengthen, 
and hit an eight month high again't the Ocm1an 
Mart... 
Tuesday March 26, 1991 
Sports News 
The NFL moved the site of the I 993 super-
bowl from Phoenix to Pasadena because of the 
lack of Mnr1in Luther King Day in Arizona. 
Local News 
A homeles!, man in WorceMer WB.l> beaten to 
dealh on Wednesday night ncar a homeless 
lihelter on South Main Street. Three other 
homele-.s people were arrested and charged 
with murder. The shelter on South Main street 
ha~ been the cause for controversy, because 
bu~inc~~cs ncar the shelter say that the home-
lee;:. people trespass on their property. and 
serves as an incentive for them to congregate 
nearby. 
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Instant Passport Photos 
1 0% Discount 
.Portraits - Graduations -
Weddings 
Mellkan Studio 
421 Main St. (Downtown) 
Worcester, MA 
754-7106 
Call for Appomtment 11:00 - 5:30 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
Available June 1st 
Now showing 2 to 4 person 
apts. practically on campus. 
Heat, hot water included. 
Off street parking. Clean, 




Class Officers and Student 
Government Elections 
will take place on March 27th from 
8:00AM until4:00 PM 
in Daniels Hall 
'· 
. . . .. . ..... 
. ' 
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NEWS 
WPI announ es tenure awards and promotions 
WPI Ntws Stn·ict 
WORCESTER. Ma.,,. The Board of 
Tru,tees of Wo~eMcr Polytechmc ln\IIIUte 
has promoted or granted tenure to 15 faculty 
members. 
(. ranted tenure and promoted were: 
/JIIUCS e. Djttamt to associate professor of 
chemistry. Diuami earned his bachelor's and 
master's degrees in chemistry at the College of 
the Holy Cross and Boston College, respec-
tively, and received his Ph.D. in organic 
Chemistry from R nsselaer Polytechnic Insti-
tute. From 1983 to 1985 he was a National 
Institutes of Health postdoctoral fellow at 
Harvard University, where he studied under 
professor E.J. Corey, who received the 1990 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Dinami joined the 
WPI faculty in 1985. His resea~h interest 
include organic chemistry, natural product 
synthesis, new synthetic methods, alkaloid 
synthesis, organic pho tochemistry, and me-
dicinal chemistry. In 1987 he received a five-
year grant o f approximately $350,000 from the 
NlH to synthesize a naturally occurring chemi-
cal called Koumine, an alkaloid derived from 
Kou wen. a Chinese medicinal plant used to 
trc;ll heart ailments and liver cancer and to 
control pain and to reduce fever. 
David Finkel. to professor of Computer 
Science. Finkel j oined the WPI fac ulty in 1988 
after 17 years at Bucknell University, where he 
was a tenured professor o f Mathematics and 
Computer Science. He holds a bachelor 's 
degree in mathematics from Temple Univer-
sity and a master 's and a doctorate in mathe-
matics from the University of Chicago. His 
research and teaching interests focus on com-
puter-system performance evaluation. distrib-
uted computing systems, queueing models and 
simulation. Since coming to WPI Finkel has 
been instrumental in obtaining a grant from 
Hewlett-Packard that provided the computers 
for the Dis tributed Systems Laboratory in 
Fuller Laboratories, the In titute's new Infor-
mation Sciences build10g. He has received 
grants from the Open Software Foundation and 
the National Science Foundation to suppon his 
research. 
FRESHMAN 
1 ra nted tenure "ere: 
'1sq Bur-On, as\ociate profe~~or of Me· 
, hanical Engmeering. Bar-On eamcd her 
bachelor·~. master·., and doctoral degree~ at 
the Hebrew University of Jcru.,alcm. A mem 
ber of the WPI faculty since 1985. she ha\ 
expanded and managed the Institute's Me-
chanical Testing Laboratory. -;crvcs on the 
Writing Advisory Committee and is faculty 
advisor to the chapter of the American Society 
of Materials. Bar-On 's rcsea~h and teaching 
interests are in the areas of mechanical behav-
ior of materials, fracturo and fatigue of metals. 
ceramics, and ceramic composites, and she has 
gained international recognition for her contri-
butions to the development of cyclic fatigue 
characterization of ceramics and advanced 
m llc:rials. 
Ucwald F. Nelson. professor of Physics. 
"ltJ,on came to WPI in 1987 after a 27 year 
career at Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill , 
NJ .• where he made fundamental contribu-
tions to the development of the laser, light-
emit ing diodes, opt ical communications. 
semiconductors and other critical achieve-
ments in modem electronics. He earned his 
undergraduate and graduate degree in Physics 
at the University of Michigan and taught Phys-
ics at the University of Michigan, the Univer-
sity of Southem California, Princeton Univer-
sity and at Bell Laboratories before joining the 
WPI faculty. His research in solid state and 
optical physics, semiconductor superlattices. 
and nonlinear properties of die lectrics in inter-
actions with optical, acoustical and acousto-
optic fields has been the subject of numerous 
anicles in scient ific joumals. He holds six 
patents, including those for an end-pumped 
la--cr and an optoacoustic telephone receiver. 
Joseph 1. Rrncis, •associate professor of 
Mechanical engineering. Rcncis earned a 
bachelor's deg.ree in architectural engineering 
at the Milwaukee School of Engineering. a 
master's degree in structural mechanics at 
Northwestern University. and a Ph.D. in engi-
neering mechanics at Case Westem Reserve 
University. He is recognized for his pioneering 
and research in the current area of error estima-
tion and adaptive stnuegies for the boundary 
SENIORS 
WANTED 
NEASC FRESHMAN YEAR 
QUESTIONNAIRES 
If you have not returned your 
Freshman Year Self-Study 
Questionnaire, please do so. Your 
response is important to our 
accrediation study. Additional copies of 
the questionnaire can be obtained at 
the Student Life Office. 
• • ••• •••• • t ' 
t • t I t t • t' t f '. 
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clement method. He joined the WPI faculty 10 
1985 and~~ the cha1r of Worcester Chapter of 
American Society of Mechanical Engineer\ 
(ASME). 
Mark W. Richman. associate profes~or of 
mechanical engineenng. R1chman ha.~ been u 
member of the WPI faculty ~oince 1985. He 
holds a bachelor 's degree in engineering sci-
ence from the State University of New York at 
Buffqlo. a maste r 's in applied mechanics from 
the University o f Michigan and a Ph.D. in 
theoretical and applied mechanics from Cor-
nell University. His areas of interest and 
expertise inc lude engineering mechanics. 
constitutive modeling, mechanics of rapid 
granular nows and continuum mechanics. He 
recently received a $31 1,000 grant from the 
U.S. Department of Energy for his study 
" Kinetic Theory and Boundary Conditions for 
Flows of Highly Inelastic Spheres." Richman 
chairs WPJ's Faculty Committee on Academic 
Policy and he serves as fac ulty advisor to the 
lmauute 's student chapter of ASME. 
Pr umoted Were: 
David C. Brown., to professor of Computer \~ 1ence. B~wn is an exper1 on the application 
on artificial intelligence to mechanical de-
Sign-one of the most significant new areas of 
mod.em technology. One expen system he 
developed helps engineers diagonize problems 
by ''browsing" through very large amounts of 
data about a product. He has described his 
resea~h in numerous scholarly publications 
and presentations. A native of London. Brown 
eamed a bachelor's degree at North Stafford-
shire Polytechnic in Stafford. England, a maS-
ter'' degree at the University of Kent at Canter-
bur) . and a master's and a Ph.D. at Ohio State 
l ruve rsity. 
William W. Clark, to associate professor of 
chemical engineering. After earning a B.S. at 
Clemsen University and a Ph.D. at Rice Uni-
versity, Clark studied for nine months at the 
Technical University of Denmark in Lyngby 
on a NSF-NATO postdoctoral fellowship. He 
spent a year as a postdoctoral re!>earch al>SOCi-
ate m the chemical engineering department of 
the University of Delaware in Newark before 
JOining the WPI faculty in 1986. In November 
1990 he was named the Leonard P. Kinnicutt 
Professor, a three-year revolving appo10tment 
for the encouragement of younger faculty m 
their professionaJ development. He works 
with WPJ's Center for lnorgahic Membrane 
Studies. where his research interest is in devel-
oping new separation processes, particularly 
tho~e with potential for large-scale recovery of 
l>JOiogical products. 
R, James Ducktl'oah, to associate professor 
of dectrical engineering. A native of Notting-
ham. England, he earned degrees in electronic 
and electrical engineering a t Bradford Univer-
sity and Nottingham University. and taught in 
the computer science department of Notting-
ham University before joining the WPI faculty 
in 1987. He was the institute's Joseph Samuel 
Satin Distinguished Fellow in 1989-90. The 
fellowship is awarded annually to a member of 
the electrical engineering department to fur-
ther research and professional interests. Duck-
worth's research interests center on computer 
engineering, the largest s ubspeciality within 
the Institute's electrical engineering pro&ram. 
panicularly novel computer architectures. ar-
tificial intelligence, and the design of parallel 
sy~tems suitable for real-time applications. as 
rl"qUired for example, in the control of autono-
mou~ vehicles. 
Rogrr S, Gottlieb, to professor of philoso-
phy. Golllieb is a prol ific writer' of books and 
articles that rcjlect his wide-ranging teaching 
and research interests in social and political 
philosophy. Marltism, eltistentinlism. the 
philosophical implications of the Holocaust, 
nnd Oriental, feminist and religious philoso-
phy. He received his B.A. and Ph.D. from 
Brandeis University and has been n member of 
1 • .: WPI faculty since 1981. 
Karch Pah/avan, to professor of e lectrical 
engineering. A member of the faculty since 
1985. Pahlavan 's area of expertise arc commu-
mcation' and ~1gnal processing. He was one of 
the first rc'earchers to ~ee the potemial for 
wirele'~ office communication syMem~ in 
rcduc10g the costs businesses face in relocating 
and upgradmg their informmion processing 
systems by replacing the wires that connect 
computers with r.1dio~ signals. Pahlavan re-
ceived his bachelor'l> and master 's degrees 
frnm the Umversity of Teheran (Iran) in 1975 
.•ud his Ph.D. from WPI in 1979. 
Geor2e OJ. Pbilljes, to p rofessor o f Phys-
lt:,. Phillics received his bachelor 's, masters 
and doctoral degrees from the Massachuse tts 
Insti tute of Technology. His research interes ts 
inc lude light-scattering spectroscopy. com-
plex nuids. statistical mechanics and polymer 
physics. A specialist in biophysics . the appli-
cation of physics to the study of biology. 
Phi llies has used laser spectroscopy to measure 
the speed of molecules moving through liq-
uids. His theoretical work has been concerned 
with the diffusion of polymers in solution. He 
has been a member of the WPl faculty since 
1985. 
Guillumo F Sqlqzqc, to associate profes-
sor of Civil Engineenng. A native of Mexico, 
Salazareamed a master's degree at the Univer-
s ity of Toronto, Canada, and a Ph.D. at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He 
taught at the MIT and at the Universidad La 
Salle in Mexico before coming to WPI in 1983. 
His resea~h and teaching interests include 
construction and engineering management, 
systems analysis, computer-integrated con-
struction, expen systems, and simulation and 
cont ractibility of tunneling and building proj-
ects. His work has been published in the 
proceedings of recent nationaJ and intema-
tlunal conferences. 
John M. SuWI'qn Jr.. to associate professor 
of Mechanical Engineering. Sullivan received 
a bachelor's degree in zoology I bachelor's and 
master's degree in mechanical engineering 
from the University of Massachuseus at 
Amherst, and a D. Eng. from the Thayer 
School of Engineering at Danmouth College. 
H11> areas of specialization include design of 
compute r-aided engineering systems. devel-
opment of graphics tools, and the numerical 
... o tuuon of panial differential equations in 
engineering sc1ence. He has been a member of 
the WPI faculty s ince 1987 and has been a 
leader in e tablishmg the Numerical Methods 
Laboratory. He has been instrumental in be-
ginning collaborative resea~h effects in so-
lidification. mesh generation and numerical 
method . 
He/en G. Vassallo. to prof~sor of manage-
ment. Vassallo's career interests have focused 
on two distinctly different fie lds. She earned a 
bachelor's degree in Biology at the Tufts Uni-
versity. a master's in phannacology from 
Tufts' School of Medicine and doctrate in 
physiology from Clark University. She spent 
more than 20 years in pharmacological re-
search and was director of clinical research and 
director of professional and scientific informa-
tion at Astra Phannaceutical Products Inc., 
where she was employed from 1966to 1982. Jn 
1981 she was named National Woman of the 
Year by the American Business Woman's 
Association. During that period she co-au· 
thored two books and numerous publications 
on local anesthetics. In 1982 she receiv~ an 
M.B.A. from WPI and joined the Institute 's 
faculty. She has been head of Management 
Depanment since 1989. ln November, Vas-
sallo was named to the Hany G. Stoddard 
Endowed Professorship in Management.. 
awarded for a five year term in recognition or 
the significant contributions the Management 
Oepanment provides to the Institute. A popu-
lar speaker and wri ter on leadership and moti-
vation, Vasallo's research interests include 
organizational behavior, management of 
planned change, management of biotechnol-
ogy. and medical and produc t liability. 
Former Iranian hostage to give 
talk at WPI on April 3, 1991 
by Professor Hossein llakim 
Eltctrica/ Engin tcring 
Dr. Moorhead Kennedy. a retired Forc1gn 
Service Officer and fonner hostage 10 Iron. 
w1ll be on campus on Wednesday April 3. 
1991. He "ill g1vea taiJ... on "The Aftermath of 
the War in the Middle Ea.,, .. at 12.00 noon in 
Atwater Kent 233. In the afternoon. from I: 15 
to S:CXI. he will lead a ''Ho'>tage Cn"' Simula-
uon" in the ba~ment of the Founders Hall, 
w h1ch w1ll mvolve up to fony-threc different 
role'>. 
Dr. Kennedy w1ll be available from 9 to II 
a m on the day of hi' visit to speak to admim· 
~truuon. faculty and -.tudenb or to participate 
111 cla,~room di\CU'>~Ion<>. To arrange for a 
mectmg with Kennedy. or for additional infor-
mation about the Hostage Cnsl'> Simulauon. 
t-all llo!>sem Hal.1m (EE) at x5347. 
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President 
Student Government 
EUen Madigan, Closs of '92 
My name h Ellen Machgan and I am runnmg 
for the office of Pn:'idcnt of SIUdcnt Govemmenl. 
The leadership of next year's Pre~ident will be \'Cry 
imponant to the evemual \ucce~' of the new SIU-
dem Govemme11J. and I am very confidemthm my 
experiences here at WPI have prepared me to be 
successful in this pos111on. As a Resident Advisor. 
and as a member of the Womeo 's Tennis Team and 
the Student Alumni Society. ! have interacted with 
a diverse range of ~tudents. and consequently 
developed interper!>onal ~ki ll l>. Since Student Gov-
ernment •s the vo1ce of the studems. I will be able 
to u~e these communication skills to effectively 
repre~ent you, the Student Body. 
I have been on Student Government for two 
years. most recently as the Secretary. and so I am 
very familiar wuh the pollcie~ and procedures. 
During the past year. by workmg very clo~ely with 
the other member\ of the Executive Council, I 
gained trcmendou~ ms•ght into the role of the Presi-
dent. I have al~o taken the opponunity to perwo-
ally estabh~h good workmg relationships with 
many members of the WPI admmi~tration during 
my mvolvement on the Commiuee for AccredJta· 
uon and the Alden Renovauom Commiuee. 
The pro~pect of leading th1s new Student Gov-
ernment is very exciting to me. al it represents a tie 
of mcreased btudent awareness at WPI. If j!lected 
Pre~•dent . I promi\C to l i~ten to your individual 
concerns about ~tudent hfe at WPI. and wuh the 
help of Student Government. take action. With 
your suppon. and with my lcade~hip, Student 
Government will be able to reach us true potential 
next year. 111ereforc. I encourage you to vOLe in the 
election tomorrow. And when you do. please 
remember my name. Ellen Madigan. for Prc~ident 
of Student Govemment. Please feel free to contact 
me at Box .1257 if you have any questions or 
concem\. Thank you! 
Vice-President 
Student Government 
Matthew Adwin, Class of '94 
The office of V•ce·Pres•dent 11o very •mponant 
to thl!> campu) Although ~cond to the Pre~ident. 
the holder has many respons1b1h11es. Many re-
!>ponMb•lities mean-, a great 11me commitment. I 
feel that I have the ablluy to manage all the umc-
requ•red of the po ilion. 
During the past year I have had to juggle my 
11me around school work. two jobs and several 
organizations. My main job was a management po-
sition with a maJor New England food company. 
That. along with being chairman of the body that 
governs about I 500 Explorers has taught me how 
to manage my time effectively. Next year I will not 
be working and I feel that my free time can help ev-
eryone. 
Another rea~n I want this position is to help 
bridge the gop. As a Sophomore I could help 
Freshman and sophomore clas'IC.~ interact and 
communicate their ideas to Student Government. 
• I will not pretend co have all the answers. but if 
elected I would be pan of a body designed to help 
each member help the o,tudents. Helping the stu-
dents is the most imponant job. 
Tomorrow IS a very Important day for the 
school. I hope to see as many people tum out for 
the voung as poss•ble. I would also like to thank the 
people who took the time 10 contact me. If anyone 
has any question .. feel free to write to Box 111308. 
Rick Daigle, Closs of '93 
As you mayor may not know.thc Student body 
recently adopted a new conMitution. Conse-
lJUCntly, next year's '>tudent government will set 
several precedents a' to how the constuuuon will 
be interpreted then, nnd in the fu ture. Having been 
a member of the Student Government Executive 
Council thi~ year. I took an active roll in enl>uring 
that the new document w1ll ~rve all student~. rc-
gardle\~ of their '!l!Y in :tctivitlel>. In the coming 
year. I would like to continue chi'> effon to involve 
more SIUdent' in the proce\\ of ..elf governance by 
acting II\ an enthuM.I\IIC and in"ghtful Vice-
Pr~ident . Work111g clo-.ely wuh the rest of the 
Execuuve Counc1l. I w1ll \cck to keep student's 
viewl> prc\Cnl in the di-.tu~s1on of chang~ that 
affect our dally hve' and our carcc~ at WPI. 
Perhap~ even more •mponantly. I would like the 
Student Body to help~~ the agenda. 111 addition to 
reacung to 11 
I feel that my previou\ role as ReMdence Hall 
Council Cha1rpeMn and pre~nt role of Resident 
Adv•sor have provided me w1th many opponuni-
ties to gam 111~1ght IntO the needs and wants of the 
student body. Comb1nc that w1th my famiJianues 
w11h the campus pollc•e~ and experience 111 Im-
proving them, and you have a person well-quali-
fied to act as an advocate for students. If elected, 
I am willing co make Student Government my sole 
extracurricular actwlly. I am convinced that im-
plementing t.he new constitution will require con-
siderable effon. ond I am willmg to dedicate my 
time and energy to thl\ cau~e. 
I urge all \ludenh to vote :u the upcommg 
election. :1!. voung " a very concrete way of exer-
CISing your ability to dec1de what happen~. When 
voting. I hope you will con'>ider me, R•ct. Da•gle. 
for the pos111on of V1ce Prc\Jdent of Student Body. 
Than!. You 
Riel. Da1gle. 
Ajay Khanna, Class of '92 
Welcome back from Spnng Break! My name 
is Ajny Khanna. and I'm running for Vice Presi-
dent of the Student Government As~ociuuon. I'm 
a junior maJOring in Computer Sc1ence. which " 
the most promi~ing field in the world. and panici-
pace in a number of nctivllies. I wrue for New-
~>pcak. a~ !>Ome of you may have noticed, and 
recently began nn international column, for which 
I write an anicle nbout every two week\. I abo 
organized the Activi tie\ Fair 111 the beginning of 
the year a<~ a SAB repre\Cnt:uive, which wM a 
great succe\!>, and n WPI Mini Leadcr\hip Con-
ference in C term. which I hope will become an 
annual event. A' a member on the Faculty Awards 
Committee, I helped \elect the faculty member 
who w1ll rece1ve the Outstanding Teacher of the 
Year Award. I am aho curremly dealing with the 
administration 111 making a maJor change to WPI'-. 
financial aid policy 
Why should you vote for me'? Well. I love 
making thmg' happen. ~pec1ally mul.mg life bet-
ter. and put a great deal of effon toward~ doing thl\ 
myself. A\ an mtemtiiiOnal \ludcnt. I bnng with 
me a different per-.pective and an unique approach 
to ~lving problem\. A' V1ce Pre\ldent of the 
SGA. I will be over\eeing all the '>ubordnlate 
boches of the Student Government. l·ranl.ly. it'll be 
a lot of work. As my record indicme,. it is well 
within my ability. l al\o love workmg wllh other 
capable people. The SGA hal> been reorgani1.ed to 
take more student input than ever before. A' a 
:o.trong proponent of haveing a larger active Mu-
dent body, I willmuke sure that everyone'' con-
cern~ are heard. 
Notice that! have not made any ~pec1f1c prom-
ises here. Whenever I notice \Omethmg that I want 
to change. I stan mnt.1ng those change'> unmed•-
atcly. and don't wall to get ch .. 'Cted to a po\itlon to 
begm. Whate\er the general concern' of the stu-
dent populace may he next year. I "111 do every-
thing pos~ible 10 make sure that the admim$trallon 
nouces and change' the \IIUatlon to improve the 
Mudent life and education that WPI prov•de~. 
I wonder whether you've noticed the change' 
that have occurred at WPithl\ year. The Provost 
revived the convocation ceremony for freshmen. 
which was last held t"-enty ye~ ago. The student 
government has begun workmg more closely with 
the ndministration. and has played a role much 
larger than last year in making students' needs 
better recogni£ed when WPI policy changes are 
considered. The admimstrauon has dec1ded not co 
have a tuition raise for next year. The student 
government was completely reorganized to make 11 
better reflect the views or the students, and play a 
more active role in making c;hanges at WPI. Well, 
there weren' t so many change~ at WPI during the 
1989-90 academic year. I live on change, and am 
noc the same Ajay as I was two months ago. or a 
year ago. I don't believe 111 the phrase " If it ain ' t 
broke,don ' t fix it." I will keep the chang~ com mg. 
lfWPJ is becommg beuer, and I am very excited to 
be playing a role in the changes that are happening. 
I promise that if you elect me V1ce Pn:,idcnt. I 
will make sure chat student life and educauon at 
WPI keeps improvmg. and that the admim.o.tration 
reco!!nizes the priontie<~ of che ~tudents before 
making any major dec1sions for WPI. If you're 
looking forl>omeone "ho'~ hard-workmg.mnova-
tive. and ris~ to the occal>Jon. \Ole for me! lloo[.. 
forward to workmg for you next year. 
Treasurer 
Student Government 
Cory lobe, Class of '93 
llello Student Body. My name 1s Cory Jolx: and 
I am runnmg for the ot lice of the Treawrcr of the 
Student Government. I would like to take I hi\ op 
ponunity 10 tell you o little bit otxlut my,elf. Fif\t 
of aH I am a Sophomore C1v1l Engineering maJor 
from Jack~onville, lllinol\. I am a memlx:r of the 
Men·~ Crew Team. an acuvc member of the Stu-
dent Alumm Soc•cty. and a Re~•dent Advl\or My 
experience range\ from handlmg my parentl>' 
budget to that of my h1gh \ChOOI progrum I have 
alway!> been a mature. re'pon~•ble. and c01ring 
person. I feel that my enthus1~m for the po\IIIOn 
coupled with my bacl.ground make' me an excel-
lent choice Please keep me 111 mmd u you vote on 
Wednesday. March 271 
Senator At-Large 
Student Government 
Sherri Curia, Cklss of '93 
Fellow WPI Studenb, 
I am lookmg for your suppon so that I may be 
elected Senator at Large. I feel that I have the 
experience and intereM tha11s needed to fulfill the 
po<11 tion. In my two )'Car\ here on cumpu\ I have 
put ma great deal of effon to better WPI and m pro-
gram~. I have been and \1111 am on the Faculty 
Commmee on Student AdviMng and the Str:ueg•c 
Plan - Goal for Commmee. wh1ch " ba\lcally 
trymg to improve the quality of life on campu' I 
am also in my-.econd )'ear a~ anOncntauon Leader 
and the Women's Tennb Team. lam al~mvolved 
w1th WPI penpall>. WPI Big Sl\ter/LIItle Si!.tcr. and 
AGO . Currently I am working to implement 
registration by computer to rid u' of the long line\ 
and waits every Fall and Spring. 
I can only ask for your support 111 allowmg me 
to play a more active role in bettering life at WPI. 
Please feel free 10 contact me at Box #I liB if 
you have any queMions or would lil.e to be m-
volved with any o( the programs I'm currently 
working on. 
Thanks you for your suppon and plea~e vote for 
me on Wedn~day 
Sherri L. Curria 
Stacey De Pasquale, Class of '92 
llello. my name IS Stacey De Pa.\quale. I am 
running for the position of Senator at-large in the 
Student Government As~iauon elccuon\ taking 
placeonWednesday.March27,1991. Please vote. 
Here are some reason\ why you ~hould vote for 
me: 
I. In the past year I have served on the Search 
tommittee for a Dean of Undergraduate Stud-
ies 10 replace Dean Grogan. I am currently '>Crvmg 
on the Commission on Residential and Social 
Life at WPI and the New England Accreditation 
Assessment Committee. I am continually gain-
ing experience wuh ~t udcnt-admini~trnt•on rela-
tion<~. 
2. Over the past year. as Chairperson or the 
Committee of Concerned Students, I increased 
thecomminecs enrollment by .2.Q!&, Among other 
thingb. our comminee put out u qucMionnnin: of 
which some oft he results are incorpomted into the 
report for the New England Accredhnuon of WPI. 
3. I have been an acuve, voting member 
of WPI'~ Student Government Association for the 
p115t year. I am knowledgeable in the working' of 
the system and am ready for the p<l\it1vc change to 
our new style of government. Your v1ew!. and •de~ 
are not JU't "1mponant'', they are everything. 
I am looking forward to "'on.mg for you. 
Stacey De Pasquale 
Joe Parker, Cklss of '93 
I ~m Joe Parker, and I am runmng for At-Large 
Senator. There are a few good reawn\ that I thmk 
I am qualified for this position. and therefore. you 
should vote for me: 
I) I am News Editor for Newspeak. and I an1 
involved with SocComm. as well. so you can be 
sure that I will be mvolved with student activities. 
a~ I feel very strongly that they are a l 'try imponant 
aspect of student life. 
2) As an editor for the paper, I have been 
involved with wqrking with people, have leader-
ship experience. and am willing 10 put the time in 
(as much time as necessary) to get the job done. 
3) As some people know. and others of you will 
find out right now, l am Jager. This, 10 me, means 
that I have been working to bener student life via 
print for some time now. and now I am running for 
a chllllce to work for tang•ble results. 
If elected I promise to work hard for measure., 
that will benefic the enure campus. not a ~mall 
M:lect few. I will alsotrymybesttoin~urethatlarge 
scale decisions on this eampu~ are for the student's 
general good. 
If you have any quesuons. contact me via Box 
1076or791-5615. Ln tomorrow'-,elecuon, l hope 
)'OU will make the right choice. and vote Joe Parker 
for At-Large Senator. 
Tom Singk, Class of '93 
My name i'> Tom Single and I am nmning for 
Senator at Large. A~ my Sophomore year come~ to 
n clo\C. I have noticed one thing: college ,., what 
you put into it. WPI is a great 'chool. and 11 need\ 
an active Swdent Body to remain \UCCC~\ful . I 
think one duty of the Student Government is to try 
and get the students to become •nvolved in the WPI 
community. and build on the WPIIradition ofTh 
\ludcnt~ maJ.. ing the college one of the bc't 111 the 
nauon. As a Senator. I would worl. with the other 
Student Government member' to 1m prove WPI.to 
make it the be:.t experience any undergraduate col 
lege could hope for. I feel that I am in the po'nion 
to help do thi' for ~e\eral rea.\On\. I am a member 
of many WPI orgam1..1t1on' and cluh,. a' well a' 
ROTC and a WPI retO!!nued fraternity. But mo't 
of all, I have the des1rc and the mot1vauon to help 
make WPI bener thnn it already i\. So \\<hen you 
vote. please vote for me, Tom Smgle for Senator at 
Large. 
Tony Sacchetti, Closs of '94 
My name is TONY SACCHETrl. and I'm 
runnmg for the office of Senator. In tend of g•vmg 
you paragraph after paragraph of B.S. I'm going to 
cut right to the pomt. A ~hon time ago we adopted 
a new constitution, one that comes closer 10 and 
works beuer with the student body. In order to help 
this new Student Government prosper we need new 
and bold officials, ones full of ideas, vhaluy and 
Tuesday March 26, 1991 
commitment. one~ that arc ;eady to openly C'l· 
pres~ their vi'> ions and 1deas. and" ill stand beh1nd 
them 1111 the bitter end. I'm w1lhng to devOle 
counties~ hours of ume and effon 10 bring our new 
constitution to m. full~t potential. 
I feel that I am perfect forthe po~iuon of Senator 
becau-.e I have the drive and effon to make our nc" 
con~titution work. While in office I also hope to 
make considerable headway 111 the "fighting 
words" policy which will help alleviate future ten-
c;ion~ concerning oral harassment. The time 1s now 
to bring in a fresh outlook for the new conMitution. 
So 1f you're interested in making our new 
co~'>ti tution a complete and unbridled ~ucce~~. 
VOTE TONY SACCHETTI March 27th. If you 
have any questions concerning my campaign 
plea~e feel free to contact me at box 590 or at 791 -
1162. TI1ant. you. 
Recording Secretary 
Student Government 
Tracey Clifford, Class of '94 
WAKE UP ALL TECH STUDENTS 
- It ·~. election time agaJO! Time to son through 
the crowd to find the most dedicated, hardworking 
people to head our Student Body. My name 1s 
TRACEY CLIFFORD. I was the Class of 94's 
V1ce ~idem. Being Fre hman we were dazed 
when we took office - w11h no real direction from 
the previou~ year~· examples to lead our class 
through the 1990-91 school year. We d1d try to 
imtlate some lasting traditions: Freshman Activuy 
Coordinators who helped inform members of our 
claM. of Activities and they helped out with Pro-
grams; the WPJ Talent Show was our biggest 
project andhucce~s since it wa!>alot totakeonfor 
n Freshman Clas-;. I learned a lot from my ex pen· 
ence~ in Class Government- contacts with faculty 
nnd ways to expand my leadership abilities. I'd 
now like to take my enthusiasm and put it to beuer 
u~ in Executive Council. Since I'm not 111 a 
Sorority or an R.A. I feel I have much more time 
than most people are willing to dedicate to Student 
Government. Executive Council "' an important 
goal for me because next year is an imponant year 
for Student Government, maybe the moM trymg 
ume-wiM:. smce the new leade~ w1ll be leadmg 
WPithrough a new phase wuh a stronger voice and 
beller rcpresentat ion of the Student Body. So when 
voung - think of who has the e>.penence and the 
free ume to do a better job, and VOTE FOR 
TRACEY CLIFFORD FOR RECORDING SEC-
RETARY. 
Christine Clifton, Cklss of '94 
Everyone should get out and vote on March 
27th and I thin.k I am a qualified candidate for 
Student Body Recording Secretary. f'm Christine 
Clifton. a memberoflhe Clas'!.of'94 and I want co 
help make a difference as a recording secretary. As 
a freshman this year. I hnve become very involved 
with campus activities and am aware of pressing 
campus issues. I will be a member of the 91-92 
Resident Advisor Staff. l am in AICHE and SWE. 
I was active in Student Government in high school, 
and I really want to share my ideas as a member of 
one of our most powerful voices on campus. one 
that will be undergoing exciting changes next year 
under the new constitution. · 
Correspondence Secretary 
Student Government 
Amy Costello, Closs of '94 
Hello. Student Body. My name is Amy Cos-
tello. and I am currently a Freshman. I would hke 
co 111form you that I am running for Correspon-
dence Secretary for Executive Council and 10 g1ve 
you some background information on me so we can 
get to know each other beuer. 
It may surprise you 10 learn that I am running on 
u po<;1110n 1n the Executive Council becau<;e I wa\ 
not mvolved in Student Government thi\ year. 
Plen!>e. don't count me out because I am·quallfied 
for Correspondence Secretary. Ln years prior to my 
attendance at WPI. I held office in a body of Mudent 
Govemmcnt Similar 10 our executive council. For 
quite some lime. I wo~ the youngest officer in th•s 
council but I proved myself to beoneofthe ~trong­
esl. I cho!>e not to participate 111 ~tudcnt govern-
ment her~ during my fre~hman year becau~e I 
wanted to be able to ob~rve the ~ystcm before I 
entered it. Now. with the new constitution com1ng 
11110 effect. I feel <;trongly for student run govern 
mental WPI and I fecl l candoalollohelpthi'>new 
sy~tcm. I am w1lling to devote myself and my lime 
to you. the <;tudent bddy. to see that everythmg 
possible IS done to your benefit and to make the 
most of our newly improved tudent po"'e~ So. 
plea.~. remember me. when you vote and VOTE 
FOR AMY COSTELLO. CORRESPONDENCE 
SECRETARY OF EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. 
President 
Class of '94 
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Scou T. LAramee, Class of '94 Open program: Managing your salary '91 
II i! My name is Scoll Laramee and I am 
running for the President of the Class of 1994. I 
have spent this past year very involved m Studcm 
Govern men&. I headed many of our class meetings 
and was a Freshman Activities Coordinator work-
mg with our Class Officers to make acdvhies run 
smoolhly. One activity I was very acllve m was 
the Talent Show. which was a success. I feellhat 
I am ready to put my experience 10 use as our class 
presidenL Good luck to all who are running. and 
stay active 1n our class activities. I hope I have 
your suppon and please remember to vote on 
Wednesday. March 27. 
Sincerely Scon T. Laramee 
Shawn Pete, Cllus of '94 
To the members of the Class of '94, 
by Cory Jobe 
Clasrof'93 
On Thursday. April 4. 1991 , the Student 
Alumni Society will host the annual Managing 
Your Sa!ar:y program. While anyone is wei· 
come to attend, this program is designed to help 
seniors and graduate students manage the in· 
come they will be earning in their first jobs. The 
two hour program will be held from 7.00 • 9.00 
P.M. in the Seminar Room at Gordon Library 
and will include the following topics of discus-
sion: 
I. Banking Services: John Kokemalc, Vice 
President at Shawmut Bank will cover personal 
finance including: how to select a bank.., how to 
establish a credit, a summary of banking serv· 
ices (checking, savings, loans, mortgages. in· 
surunce, etc.). how to get a loan. personal loans 
vs. credit cards, and shopping for rates. 
2. Real Estate: Kathleen Spangler. Presi-
dent of the Greater Worcester Board of Realty 
wtll discuss: services provided by real estate 
brokers, what to look out for in a rental lease. re-
sponsibilities of the lessor and the lessee. steps 
in buying a home (selection. title, financing. 
taxes, etc.), hidden problems with condos, to 
buy or to rent - advantages of each, selecting an 
area to Jive. 
3. Investments: Robert Aaherty '85 MBA 
and Financial Consult.ant at Shearson Lehman 
Hulton will discuss: who should invest ond why. 
how to select a broker. risk vs. reward, taxes/lax 
shelters, service charges. what is margin. malt-
ing your first million. and what makCl> a good 
broker. 
During the break there will be a brief discus-
sion about professional dress provided by Jo-
seph A. Banks. clothiers in Boston and 
Needham. Managing your Salary '91 will be 
moderated once again by Robert Gailey. WPI's 
Vice President for Business Affairs and will end 
with time for questions and answers. 
Managing your Salary is open to the entire 
campus community and will benefit everyone 
interested in making the most of your paycheck, 
particularly in a tight economy. So, mark your 
calendar Thursday. April 4. 1991 and jOin the 
SAS for a lively. informative program! 
Hello again. my friends. My name is Shawn 
Pete and I am running for Class President. 'The 
class President needs not only lbe qualilies of a 
good leader such as good communication sldiJs. 
motivation and responsibility. but also the qualities 
of a good follower: the ability to listen, to give 
suppon and to be informed. I fee! I have all these 
qualities and the necessary skills to perform the 
dudes of the Class president. 
Tau Beta Pi sponsors a "Penny War" Athletic Hall of Fame 
nominations 
being accepted 
In high school, I was involved in most of the 
comminee work and. in my senior year, held the 
office of Class Secretary. Auending Montana 
Boys Stale, I pined valuable leadership experi-
ence and the skills the president needs. ln addition, 
I have the motivation and spirit to take my skills 10 
the limit During my fmt year here at WPI, I 
became involved with as many activities as I could, 
such as RHC. where I am the present Housing Liai-
son. and SOCCOMM. Through those activities. I 
am attempting to ignite a spark which will become 
a fire of student involvement. 
One of my present projects is bringing cable 
television to WPJ. I am working with the local 
cable company and the administration 10 work on 
a plan to put cable T.V. in all thecampul> housmg. 
I undertake projects like this to keep my ,k1lls 
sharp and to improve the quality of campus life. 
I beheve that a good leader must be a good 
follower aJO well. One does not "force-le•ld": one 
mu\1 "follow-lead". Tile v.holc basis for rcprcsen-
tauve democracy is that the leaders tale their cues 
from the electors. With your input. you and I can 
accomplbh many things: we can use the "power<>f 
the people''. 





Class of '94 
Michelle Giglio, Class of '94 
Hi Y'all. 
Thi~ year I am running for the Class or 1994 
Vice President. In this past yearns trea,urer I have 
gained experience in Student Government and 
unde~tand what is expected of me II\ Vice Presi-
dent. I would again appreciate your support mcla..<,s 
election~ on Wednesday. March 27. 
Thank You 
Michelle Giglio 
Class of 1994 Treasurer 
Brandon Boehme, Class of '94 
My name is Brandon Boehrne ond I run running 
for Class of '94 Vice-President and Student Gov-
ernment Senator at Iorge. For all its worth I do have 
some leadership experience. J was my high school 
<;enior class Vice-president, Junior Class treasurer, 
and on the key club execulive board for three years. 
Cool Huh! 
by CluU EWUIJnulo 
lllld Kinte11 CtldweU 
The WPI chapter of Tau Beta Pi will be 
sponsoring a Penny War during the week of 
April I to AprilS in the mall room entrance from 
! lam to lpm. 
'The contest will consist of teams from the 
fnucmities, sororities. residence halls, inde· 
pendents, and faculty/admistnnion, but anyone 
may participate. 
The rules of the contest are as follows: 
I) Each team will receive one point for every 
penny in their jar. 
2) Points will be subtracted from a team's 
total for silver or paper money found in their jar. 
A quarter in a team'sjar will be worth negative 
( -25) points. The silver or paper money is used 
to sabotage another team's jar. 
3) The team with the highest point total will 
be the winner. 
The money raised by the event will be do-
nated to the charity of the winner's choice. 
If there are any questions concerning the 
Penny War please contact Kirsten Cadwell, box 
if2146, or Chris Ematrudo box II 623. Look for 
the table in the mail room and stan saving you 
pennies. 
PENNY 'WAR 
Nominations for the WPI Athlet.ic Hall of 
Fame will be accepted until March 29. Ac-
cording to Raymond Gilbert, Director of 
Physical Education and Athletics, any 
member of the WPI Community may nomi-
nate suitable candidates. WPI coaches, 
faculty, staff, and alumni are eligible. WPI 
athletes become eligible for admission to 
the Hall of Fame five years after graduation. 
Nomination forms are available in the 
Physical Education and Athletics Office in 
Alumni Gymnastum. 
I am pro-SOCCOM and will support student 
acuvuies. In these last few months I have been 
here. a lOt of changes have occurred: I'm not sure 
for the better. W1th your votes I will tum WPI in 
the place we all want it to be. Doug Flutie plays in Harrington Gymnasium to benefit "Hoop For the Homeless." 
Nt:WSI'f:AIC ST AFP PHOTO I DIC ICltJS'TOfV 
PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PuZzLE 
INSTRUCTIONS: Tbe U.S. Peace Co~ hu volunt.eera Mr'Vinclo more t.luln 70 nations 
around the world. By ao1vinl UU. puzzle, you will learn about one of theN counbiee. 
Sol" the four numbered puule worda and then unacramble the !etten In the equaree to produce 
the name of the country darkened on lhe map at the righL ~
---·~~-~-~-
A ntltlon on the Allentlo ~ 
COMt of ,... "'"'"' Africa 
which Ia moattr deHf't. 0 
I I I I I 
1. One of two primary languave- In ttn 
nation. 
2. This nation'• primary religion. 
3. Flnt Ewopeen nation to explot-e tift 
country. 
4. Ore from which •tMI le made. 
PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PuZzLE 
F'or {urlMr i11{onrtatio11 obout Ptor. Corp •• "'"'~Box 896. WoehmKIOII DC 10526 
INSTRUCTIONS: The U.S Peace Corpe hu volunteens aervmc in more then 70 natlona 
around the world. By aolvmc thia puule, you will learn about one oflhC!Ie countries 
Solve the rour numbered puule worda and lhcm unscramble the te tt.era m the equara to p1'0duce 
the name orthe country darkened on lhe map at the nghL ~
This South American nation, about 
the size of California, Is 
surrounded by Brazil, Bolivia and 
Argentina. 
I I I 
1. ap.nlelle.....,....whollnte......,... 
thla eowttry In 1828 • .........,_ __ • 
2. Title of thla netlon'a ha8d of .tat.. 
3. Plant wtdefW known for Ita 
ofl-rtch MedL 
4. A aweet. crystaNiuble Mlltafl8l. 
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Harvard National Model United Nations 1991 
by Marc Beasley 
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plan and some methods to help slow environ-
mental damage. This resolution included debt-
for-nature swaps, a global tnformation net-
woric and it made specific references to how 
world policies can be adJusted to help the 
Environment. 
Overall, HNMUN is fairly balanced pro-
gram. Besides debating current, often high-
profile issues, every delegate learns to com-
promise to reach an agreement acceptable to 
everyone. It 's hard work, but lots of fun. At 
first you may be a bit overwhelmed discussing 
these issues with political science majors from 
~ome of the top schools in the world, but 
actually we have noticed that s uccess is not 
based on how stressful your se~sions were or 
how much knowledge you have of the world's 
governments, but on your willingness to coop-
erate and compromise, two much needed skills 
in today's world. One of our four delegates, 
Alton Reich, even received an Honorable 
Mention for hjs woric in the Atomic Energy 
Committee. 
The evenings are usually pleasant and many 
opponunilies exist to let the mind and body 
rec.uperate from the day's discussions. Boston 
is a great city to have fun in and there are 
d,:legate dances if you want to mingle with the 
same crowd after hours. 
Join us next year for HNMUN 1992, which 
may provide Social Science credit if passed by 
the department. l f you like to woric with people 
and are interested in major issues that concern 
the world, this program may be for you. Con-
tact Professor Rissmiller in the Social Science 
Department or Marc Beasley at box 2951 for 
more information. 
As in the put years, WPI has once again 
successfully sent a delegation to the HaNard 
National Model United Nations. HNMUN is a 
simulation to the United Nations consisting of 
six General Assembly Commiuees, six Eco-
nomic and Social Committees, and six special-
ized agencies. Each college represents a djf-
ferent country: this year WPI represents the 
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (one of the 
three Soviet votes). Over 1200 students at-
tended this conference at the Boston Sheraton 
Hotel during the first weekend of March. The 
WPI delegation consisted of 14 members, who 
started preparation last fall. Some other 
schools that attended were Georgetown, 
Universite De Montreal, Brandeis, Yale, Prin-
ceton, West Point, and of course HaNard. 
PEACE CORPS WORLD WISE PuZZLE 
For (urlla.r information about PtoC% Corpt, wriu Box 896, Wcullin,rton DC 20626 
INSTRUCTIONS: The U.S. Peace Corps baa volunteers serving in more than 70 nations 
around the world. By solving this puzzle, you wm learn about one of these counbiea. 
Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unacramble the letters in the squarea to produce 
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right. 
Some of the topics that we discuss include 
human rights, environment and ecology, 
atomic energy. science and technology for 
development and transnational corporations. 
On the average day. each delegate attends two 
four hour committee meetings. These sessions 
are usually very intense because almost every-
one wants policies that are most agreeable to 
their imerest and objectives. The goal of the 
debate (which is held in parliamentary proce-
dure) is to develop a resolution which satisfies 
the majority of the countries involved and 
attempts to resolve the problem posed. Thi~> b 
accomplished by one of two methods: by rep-
resent ing your nutionl> point of view in formal 
debate, and by caucusing. which consist~> of 
infom1al group discussion~. 
Nation allghtfr l..,..r than 
Alaau, lying In ••atern 
Aaa. IMtw .. n China and 
the USSR. 
I I I I 
1. A black rock-like ore widely used for 
fuel. 
2. Large desert, much of which Is in this 
nation. 
3. Political party which gave up 
monopoly power In this nation 
In 1990. For example. in the Env1ronment and Ecol-
ogy Comm1ttee we di'>CU'lsed the problems of 
the Global Climate Change. We first devel-
oped an agenda that consisted of Industry and 
Energy. Deforestation and Agriculture. Aid to 
Developing Nations and Global Authonty. 
Different countries stressed different aspects 
to each problem: Western nations wanted more 
research and developing natjons wanted tech-
nology and financial aid. After a few hours of 
debate and amendments, we finally agreed to a 
Join 
today I < Newspeak ) Contact ~--~ .... -,.~ _..-.-~ BDK2700 
There~ an 
IBM PS/2 made for 
every student body. 
And budget. 
.. "12· IIOOfi. IIIIOOn 111004EL 102M(TI1) 102M(\m) 51SX(UI1) 
....., llolB llolB 2MB 
~ 80286(10MHl) 8021111 (10 MHZ) 80386SX- (16 MHl) 
u.w:~~....._*'" 144MB 144MB 144MB 
,... .... drive 30MB 30MB 30MB 
Mlcftla...p 
........... No No 
-Ole- 85t2Colo< 85t3Colo< 85t3Color ...... 
-
'l'lle 'l'lle 
........ OOS4.0 OOS40 00540 
~ 
Mooeoll• Mctoeoll McroQt 
Wrldow8.30 WondowalO Wrldow830 
MociOIOII Wold to< MlciOeOII Wood 
WtncloWs••· to< Wrldows" 
hOC WlnCIOwl hOCWindowt 
Ut•t .. • " UIJiihet" 
ZSoll SoiiType•• .. ZSolt Soll'lyPe' " 
., ...... 11,111' fU4e· 
Whether you need a computer to write papers or 
create graphics, charts and spreadsheets, theres an 
IBM Personal System/2• that& right for you and 
your budget. The IBM PS/2 family of computers 
has eYerything you asked for-including preJoaded 
software, a special student priCJe and affordable loan 
payments. 
Gi~ one a try. We' re sure you'll find one that 
fit& you and your wallet just right. 
IIIIOOE1. MOO«&. IIIOOIL MOO«&. 
SIIX(m) IIIX(Wtt) 7'1(TI1) 7'1(Wt1) 
2MB 2MB 4MB 4MB 
80386SX (161ojHl) 80386SX fl6 MHZ) 110388• (16 MHl) 80386 (18 MHl) 
1.44MB 1441ol8 144MB 144MB 
60MB 60MB 60MB 80MB 
-
Yea 
- -8515Color 85t5Colo< 85t5Color 85t5Colo< ,... 
-
'l'lle 
-00540 005 40 00540 OOS4.0 Mocf'OIOit ~I Moclolofl Mocloeolt 
W.ndowa30 Windows 3D W.ndowa30 Wrldow830 
M~caon 'Mlrd to< Mtcloeolt Wold lot 
Wrldows" Wlnclowa" 
ll4taolcl1 e-r-. MICIOtOII E*l411" 
hOC Windows hOC Window• 
Utilities" Ut.tles" 
ZSolt SoltlYPe'" ZSolt Sol !Type'" 
l2,etl' u,m· a .... · 13."'' 
And on a different note, for only $599 you can 
get the Roland• Desktop Music System that trans-
forms your IBM PSfl with Micro Channel into an 
exci~ comprehensive music maker. 
Save on these pnntera. too 
IBM Propnnler~ • w{OII:Jie (-4201 Modlll3) 
18M Propnnlw X24E wjab/!a (42rP Model2) 
18M Plo(lnrUr XL 24€ w/Cfll* (4208 Model 2) 
18M l~ E wJab/ie (4019 Model EOl) 
Hewlett PKI<ard "'-'Uee cotlt QI1PIICS 
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NEWSPEAK HUMOR 
To break the WPI community into next week's April Fool's edition lightly we are 
dedicating this page to the pursuit of semi-good humor. If you think that this Comics 
Page should be continued on a regular basis, please write to Newspeak at Box 2700. 
HE~ SO SENSITIVt. 
~ 
.. .. 
H£ ~WAYS ASKS ME HOW 
I AM. 
• 
H£ GOES WITH HE TO THE 
fttiSEUM MIO ijS FUNDS 
GO PLAY &W. wmoJT HIM. 
We ~ti..P "Tl4E:. 
~~~~~MOlT l!IY 
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EDITORIAL 
H·ow far should fraternal brotherhood go? 
As a result of an "incident" which occurred at the 
fraternity last November, Phi Kappa Theta has been 
suspended for one year from all recognition by WPI. 
For all details regarding the actual ramifications of this 
decision, see the cover story. What they basically 
amount to is the disbanding of the fraternity for the 
year. 
the matter to the police, but instead chose to leave 11 to 
the WPI judiciary board. While it may be regrettable 
that the perpetrator(&) were not forced to stand triaJ for 
their crime, it was her personal decision. However, it is 
somewhat disturbing that the members of Phi Kappa 
Theta have chosen to remain silent and refused to 
identify those involved. 
friend who has committed a huge error in judgement, it 
definitely does not mean that you should help him (or 
her) to avoid the consequences of an offense of such a 
serious pature. 
Funher, by not identifying anyone in panicular, every 
Phi Kappa Theta brother has stepped forward and said 
" It may have been me." Loyalty is one thing, admission 
of possible participation in a felony is quite another. As most people are at least vaguely aware, the 
''incident" was a case of sexual assault committed by 
one or more Phi Kappa Theta brothers, as well as 
related alcohol violations. The everity of the punish-
ment compared to the nature of the crime is debatable, 
but one thing is certain: the entire fraternity is serving a 
sentence for the transgression!. o f a few, and by their 
own c hoice. The victim in rhe incident declined to take 
There are arguments for their stance: they arc 
remaining "loyal" to their brothers. and in some sense 
are perhaps admitting to shared responsibil ity for what 
happened. Sorry. I don't think they hold up. Brother-
hood is more or less analogous to friendship. but I think 
I would have to reexamine my relationship with even 
my closest friend if he were to commit a sexual &'>sault. 
While that does not mean that you have to abandon a 
The true perpetrators have, in most senses, gotten away 
with their mistake, and justice cenainly has not been 
done. There is now a girl somewhere with a deep and 
everlasting scar, and a group of guys with possibly 
stained and undeserved reputations - all in the name of 
brotherhood. 
COMMENTARY 
r Standing on a Soapbox 
God Bless America! 
byFrodo 
Howdy. 
Here we are again. Lot's of thing!> 
have changed since I last bothered to 
plop my idea!> onto paper. Now, once 
again I ~ek my mental exercise, here 
tis'. 
First I would of course like to re-
spond to an article published 10 New-
speak . I thmk I can ~sume that 
everyone knows what I am tall.ing 
about. I am not going to directly 
comment on the content, doing so 
would grant it more credibility that 11 
deserves. I would like to comment on 
the fellow's apparent attitude. "done 
as II JOke .... etc ... whatever"l can offer 
no better a comment on this type of 
humor than a quotation from my fa. 
vorite author. Ayn Rand. "Humor i'> 
not an unconditional virtue: its morul 
chardcter depend" on it'' object. To 
laugh at the contemptible. i'> n virtue: 
ro laugh at the good. '"a htdeou\ vtce. 
Too often humor ts used ~the camou-
nage of mor'al cowardice." In thts 
mstance. to poke fun at mdependence 
and individuality t!> wrong. To offer 
up confonnity n~ the alternative is 
evil. I myself am a wedge rat. I do not 
agree with all the auitudes exprc~.,cd 
m the wedge. a~ \orne people who 
hang out 10 the wedge surely do not 
agree with mine. but the atmosphere 
of intellectual cunosity there ,., 
unique to the campus. Well. I said 
when I started writing again that I 
would not be uddre:;!>ing on-campus 
particular;, 'o much for that. I will 
leave my pubhc comments at that. 
Now. on to this big thesis. There 
has been so many developments in the 
middle east that it was very hard to 
come up wi th a somewhat coherent 
theme on any of it. I have decided to 
tackle what I sec as a very disturbing 
trend in Amenca Religion. I am 
obviously not gomg to address the 
whole toptc m tht'i writmg. but spe· 
cifically I would Jil..e to talk about the 
religious aspect'i of the -;o called 
"new-patriotism''. I am an AtheiM, ~o 
this may help you to understand where 
I am coming from. I get nauseated a\ ' 
well as ruther \Cared when I see rna\· 
~tve amounts of people tn the U.S. 
standing around wavmg nags and 
chanting "U S A. U S A." Pavlov 
could not have wi~hcd for n more 
convincing confonnation of his hy-
pothesis. I get terrified and want to go 
buy a big gun when I ..ee ma\se!. of 
people "praying for the soldiers" or 
~pouung "God bless America", "God 
i~ on our \ide" etc. etc. What " the 
common theme here that mak.es me ~o 
up~e1? Faith. Faith i'o the de~troyer of 
man's mind and the basil. of all rclt-
gton. 
Faith assume~ scverulthings. Fir..t 
i\ that man·, mtnd ,., impotent in \Orne 
aspect. that man·, intelligence cannot 
reach into ccrtam areas. The-.e area' 
are apparently under the domain of 
faith. Secondly. fmth a~sumes that 
someone or something. has the ability 
to circumvent the limit~ of the mmd 
and reveal the truth. u~ually by .. omc 
unexpl:uncd mean' or revelation. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
~tudent government 
elections biased 
To the Editor: 
I wonder why the Student Govern· 
ment dectded to have the elections on 
a Wedne~ny. Since there arc very 
few classelo on Wednesdays. the elec-
tion results will be biased by on-
campus student!., particularly fre~h­
men. Smcc on-campus students only 
make up about half of all \tudent'> at 
WPI, I don't thmJ.. thts rellect'> the 
intentions of the Student Govern· 
ment. whtch probably wants as many 
students as po!>sible to exercise their 
voting right'i. Maybe having the elec-
tions on one of the other weekday~. 
with a longer voting period, would 
hove been a Detter idea. 
A1ay Khanna 
Cio n oj '9) 
Security violated 
To the Editor: 
Have you seen Lhe results of the 
Housmg lottery? StudenL<~' names 
and social o,ecurity number., were 
posted tde-by·'ltde. which was a 
breach of pnvacy and secunty. The 
r 
Office of Hou~mg and Residential 
Life has ~ince tal.en down the origmal 
list. and replaced 11 with a list withOut 
the social security numbers. but the 
damage has been done . and I hope tht'> 
does not happen agrun. 
Anonwna11.r 
Newspeak 
is no~ printed on 
recycled paper 
This source of wisdom is not you. 
unless you arc a minister or some 
other charlatan. The key element of 
this knowledge i'> that it is untestable 
Md unquestionuble. For if it was 
testnble. it would be knowable. there· 
fore not in the reulm of faith and not 
exclusive to whatever medium that 
was presently revealtng 11. If it was 
questionable 11 would have to be held 
up to the light of rcalny. to fact~. 
Realuy ts perceived by the mind, 
therefore. qua queM ion. the beliefs of 
faith would hove to be proven, if they 
arc proven they are no longer ta.kcn on 
faith. they are facts and thus cut otT 
from the unquestioning mysticism. 
There i' no faith/reason dichot-
omy. Anythmg accepted on faith ts 
nothing. " I ~now 'oomethtng by faith" 
'" a contradiction. Knowmg require~ 
sen,ory perceptton and not only per-
ception, but integration in the mind. 
For \Omethmg to be knowable it mu't 
be open to your mind and reality. I 
'ubmit to you that every definition of 
God contradicts reahty. God i., infi-
nite. not open to knowmg. omnipo-
tent. !.Uperior 10 C"'istence, creator 0£ 
everything. ha' phm'> that you cannot 
know, but mu'>t follow Md has an 
etlucal code wnttcn in stone and no1 
open to rca on or qucMioning etc. etc. 
These arc all rcJcctton' of reason and 
yet you are 'uppo~e to believe 11 and 
accept it a.~ bcmg J..nowledge. Nor· 
mally this condition of faith would 
only leave you a,, a bltuhcring idiot in 
the '>tone age. but the problem comes 
with the second aspect as mentioned 
above. Someone other than yourself 
J..now'i what''> going on Be 11 the 
Pope. the Pre"dcnt. your pastor etc. 
Thi~ leaves "true knowledge" open to 
be claimed by any crool.. mystic or 
person who love~ to prey on others. 
This leads to big groups mindlessly 
chanting ~logans and ultimately to 
large groups forcing their views on 
others. Need I sight examples? 
The ultimate example of how fruth 
b totally dtsconnected with reality i<> 
prayer. PrJyer b in e~sence a plea tO 
a supernatural force to defy the Jaws 
of reality to make something tum out 
the way you want it to. There are no 
"supematurnl" forces, you cannot 
defy the laws of reality, and reality 
does not sway to your wishes, hopes 
or desires for it 10 be different. Prayer 
is not only a denial of realtty and an 
abdication of your mind, but a monu-
mental waste of time. Think of what 
could get done tf the Christians on 
Sunday Mornings, the Mo~lems five 
times a day and any one else who 
prays, would spend this time in con-
wuctivc work to change the world 
they hvc in. George Bush recently 
de'>ignated a Sunday to be a "national 
day of prayer". Hetl mcin fuhrer. 
What a wa:.te. If you have to go 
uround telling everyone what to do, 
why not have a "national day of 
thought"?'?'?'! It would be infinitely 
more constructive. A\ long as I am on 
the subJect. look at what other non· 
o,ense Mr. Bush ha., \aid recently .. In 
hi\ <.pcech to the A'>SOCtatton of Reli· 
giou'> Broadcnster' (a reputable group 
indeed) Bush satd "Whtle God can 
live without man, man cannot live 
withoul God." A provable statement? 
Open to scrutiny'! Hell no. '·Mauhew 
remind., us that the meel. shall inherit 
the earth" They can have the kmgdom 
you would rule. I !lure don't want it. 
(Than~~ Netl) Then. tn suppon of a 
ju'>t war he made a quote from Eccle· 
.,.a.,tes: ''A time for peace ... " etc. 
Hey. that sound~ perfectly logical to 
me. The Bible say<> that I must fight 
pan of the time, 'o thts must be the 
lime. right? In clostng he went on to 
loll) "America has alwuy' been a reh· 
gious nation." Amenca was the first 
.,ccular nauon. where: the concept of 
nation had nothing to do Wtth religion. 
Tim. I~ more sentimental crop. "One 
cannot be un American President 
without trust in God." Oh. I see. So 
you have to throw your mind out to be 
prestdent of the US? I might agree 
wuh that at least a.-; far as the last 150 
years go, but not in principle. And 
finally "Bccau~ the world ts over-
whelmingly on the side of God" we 
will win. Overlooking the fact that 
most of our "allies" are worshipping 
what must be considered another 
"God", doesnUt this sound like the 
same rubbish Hussein is pulling on hi~ 
people. "God is on our ide" therefore 
we must wm. Provable? No. Rele-
vant'! No. Going to change reali ty? 
No. Undercutting reality? Yes. Patri· 
oucbromide? Yes. Oestroyingman's 
mmd? Yes. 
11u:se same ideas arc unfortu-
nately contained in the modem defini-
tion of "patriotism". In summary. 
"U.S.A. uber niles". The United 
Stnte~ •s nght no matter what. The 
great organic government tS more 
able to judge right from wrong than 
me. a lowly cnizen. I must truM the 
government. I must hnve faith in it. I 
ntu't ignore reality when the govern-
ment says 11 can get out of debt by 
~pendmg money or when 11 says that 
stealing money from my paycheck is 
not coercion I must assume that we 
would not go to war for a stupid cause 
and that my fncnds and family could 
never be t-end to a foreign land to die 
for nothing. We are right'/ Are we 
not'1 Juo,t try to block out lhe questions 
scrcammg in your head by shouting 
the loudest and waving the bigge~t 
nag. 
The nc,.,t ume you see a picture of 
o group of people blindly protesting 
for or agitin~t tl1e war. People shout= 
ing slogans they do not undcr..tund. 
People praying for pcuce or praying 
for war. Do not pity them. do not 
tgnore them. under;tond them for 
what they are, the de troyer.. of civili-
latton. Your mmd is capable of 
undcr..tnnding the world, do not give 
up your abiliry to dogma. To quote 
Rand again "that an error made on 
your own is safer than then ten truths 
accepted on faith, because the first 
leaves you means to correct it, but the 
second destroys your capacity to dis-
tinguish the truth from error.'' 
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COMMENTARY 
r 
by Athena Demetry 
Newsptak Stoff 
A few days ago. not a bird. not a 
sound: tl'el}·thin~: rigid and .fe\'ere, 
tht'fl in o day the barriers of wimrr 
Ril·t way. and spring comes like 011 
immdation. In a rwinklin~: all is 
chan ~ted. 
- John Burroughs 
On Wednesday evening, March 
NEWSPEAK 
The Wilderness Writer 
SPRING! 
20, the sun crossed the equator. the 
day and the mght were of equal length. 
and Spring was officially ushered in. 
Fonunotely. the on~t of spring is not 
so sudden as the tum of the second 
hand to I 0:02, unless we forget to 
keep a daily vigil, an ob ervant eye 
turned to the subtle chnnges which arc 
tronsfonn ing the eanh from the sterile 
white of winter to c;ummer's green 
fertility. 
The first sign of spring is a barely 
perceptable thaw. best noted by lis-
tening for the trickle of water. A 
winter rain run~ off the plane of a 
frozen ground. but a spring rain nour-
i~hes, soaking into the soil, filling 
spaces, finding roots. An afternoon of 
sun sets that groundwater stirring. 
pulled upward in an audible trickle. 
There is no silence to spring. This 
base note of running water is soon 
joined by the twittering and calling of 
the first songbirds nocking from the 
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south, tollowing the warm. balmy at r 
as ~pring moves nonhward. unleash-
ing their notes to a captive audience 
along the way. Wherever there is 
mud, there are screaming children. 
liberated at last from mittens. hats, 
boots, and the wntchful eye of Mom. 
And wherever one has the good for-
tune to be near a bog or a small pond. 
the deep croak of bullfrogs and the 
higher trill of peeper.; and toads fill 
the air: The sonJl of tlrl! toad· tr-r-r-
r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r • is heard 
in the land ... l t is a lt.ind of ROssamer nf 
smmd driftillll 111 the air (John Bur-
rough'>) 
moves closer to the sun as the earth 
continues itl> inexorable tilt on ilS axis. 
So the days grow longer and wanner 
as we leave the chill, the wind, the 
darknes~. the lethargy of winter be-
hind and enter into the season of re-
binh. Plants, trees, animals awaken 
from a winter of sleep and come alive 
again, wreaking havoc with their 
greening. sprouting, budding, binh-
ing. chirping. and mating. Since we 
are not hibernating animals (we hu-
mans are expected to keep an even 
keel wh1le the earth and all life around 
us careens wildly from season to sea-
by lsooc Asimov 
For a long ume now, scicntl\t~ 
have been concerned about the low 
level of scientific and mathematical 
instruction in American school~ . 
Recent repon are unanimous in indt· 
eating not only that American ' tu· 
dents are scientifically and mathe· 
matically illiterate, but that they arc 
more so than students in any other 
1ndw.trial society studied. 
This IS depressing in the extreme. 
The United State!> is a scientific leader 
of the world. Panty this may be due to 
the steady innux of sc1entiw; who 
were educated in other pa~ of the 
world. During the 1930's, Nazi op-
pression drove numerous scientists to 
Great Britain and the United States. 
and they were a key factor in the 
development of the nuclear bomb - a 
development widely touted in the 
United States as based on "Yankee 
know-how." Except that vinually all 
the Yankees had foreign accents. 
And where do we stand today? 
Must we depend on the continued 
maintenance of our scientific lead on 
fore1gn imports? 
lncreasingly, our leaders must deal 
with dangers that threaten the entire 
world, where an understanding of 
those dnngers and the possible solu-
tions depend on a good grasp of sci-
ence. The ozone layer, the Green· 
house effect, acid rain. que Lions of 
diet and of heredity - all require 
scientific literacy. Can Americans 
choose the proper leaders and suppon 
the proper programs if they arc cien-
til1cally illiterate? 
The whole premise of democracy 
is that it is safe to leave imponant 
questions to the court of publi~ opin-
ion-but is it safe to l~ve them to the 
eoun of public ignorance? 
Let us take an example. ln July, 
1988, Jon Miller oft~ Public Opin-
IOn Laboratory at Nonbern Illinois 
NEWS 
University conducted a telephone poll 
of 204 I and a.~J..ed each about 75 
questions on basic sc1cnce. The re-
sult\ of the questionnaire .. howcd that 
almost 95 percent of those qucl>tioned 
were ignorant of basic and '>implc 
scientific facts and had to be consid-
ered scientifically illiterate. There 
seemed to be a popular impre~s ion. 
for InStance. that laser beam~ were 
composed of sound waves (rather 
than light waves) and that atoms arc 
smaller than electrons (rather than the 
other way around). 
This point might \Cern a little e~o­
teric. but consider this. Twenty-one 
percent of those questioned were of 
the opinion that the sun revolved 
about the Eanh and an additiomll 7 
percent didn' t know which went 
around wbkh. 
Considering that it is now four 
centuries that science has been unani-
mous over the fact that the Eanh goes 
about the Sun, how is it possible that 
a quaner of those asked didn't know 
about it? To my mind, there are three 
possibilities. 
Those who didn't know either: 
I ) Had never gone to school and 
had never read any book that dealt 
with science in any significant wny. 
2) Had indeed gone to school and 
had read some books but had paid no 
auention whatsoever. 
3) Had gone to school and had read 
books and had paid attention but 
hadn't been properly taught. 
To me the first two possibilities are 
unthinkable, and I am forced to con-
sider the third. 
That Americans aren't properly 
taught is all too likely con.,idering the 
fact that a great many teachers must be 
scientifically and mathematically il-
literate, as the general public. Yet 
how can any teacher, however poorly 
prepared. not teach the kids th:u the 
Eanh goes around the Sun? 
Well, therc ~~a pas~age in the Bible 
that describe'> a fight between the Isra-
elites under Jo.,hua and the 
Gibeonite,. The l'raelite!> were win-
ning, but it ~eemed the Gibeonites 
might esc<lpc under cover of darkne~~­
To complete the victory. Joshua 
therefore commanded ··sun, stand 
thou sti ll upon Gibcon .... And the Sun 
Mood still ... and ha\led not to go 
down about a whole day." (Jo~hua 
10:12-13). 
Now. how can Joshua have ordered 
the Sun to !>land still and how could 
the Sun have proceeded to stand still. 
if it weren't mov~ng to begin w1th? 
These ver:.es were u:.ed by the people 
in the 1500:. and 1600s to fight the 
notion that the Eanh was moving 
around the Sun. They kept quoting the 
passage in Joshua. 
ln actual fact, th1s Mory was told 
when everyone in the world thought 
the sun did move. We now know 
be11er. And, even if the pasl>Bge were 
divinely inspired, it may -;imply have 
been worded in a way that would 
make sense to the people of that time. 
Nevenheless. there are million~ of 
people in the United Stutes who still 
finnly believe that every word of the 
Bible is inspired and absolutely. liter-
ally true; that the sun i!> moving and 
Joshua did command it to stand still, 
and it did stop moving temporarily. 
Perhaps that means that in areas 
where such views are trong, teachers 
teach that the sun goes around the 
Earth. either out of tubbom belief or 
of the fear that they will be fired if 
they don't. And perhap that is why so 
many Amencans are ignorant of so 
vi tal and elementary a point. 
Imagine the harm things like this 
can do to our country! 
This kind of backward thinking 
must not continue tf America is to 
keep its role of the world'' scientific 
leader. 
The water now!> from the soil to the 
root\ of tree!>. and the '>liP begins its 
upward \urge through the trunk of the 
~>ugar maple. Soon the s lightest h10t 
of red begins to creep 10 among the 
branches. teasing u!>, making us look 
twice and then a third time to be !oure 
the color is there. But then the edges 
of the trees become dil.tinctly fuzzy a!> 
red fringe' bum the tip' of twig,. 
Look clo.,ely at one of these red 
fringes and one 'ee\ that it b actually 
a nower - the p1sul and Mamen, ova-
ncs and pollen, of a maple tree. Soon 
after this nowering, the buds, which 
have been patiently folded away 
throughout the winter. swell and burst 
outward. reveling in thcit greenness. 
Spring unfolds, carrying its color 
from tree to tree. onto lawns. into 
nowers. across hills. 
The first crocu~es are up, challeng-
ing the whims of March. baring their 
frag1le petal~ to brtght <~un and snow 
alike. The crocu~ will soon be fol-
lo\l<ed by the daffod1l. hyacinth, prim-
rose. tulip. for..y thia, lilac, dogwood, 
w1stena. a1alea. rhododendron, and 
laurel. 
sprinR sluu~m of sea.wns yo11 
have dtrty legs and a muddy 
pe11icout. drow~y is your 
mouth your eyes are sticky 
with dreams and you have 
a sloppy body 
from bemg brought to bed of cro-
cuses 
When you !>tng m your whisky-
voice 
the grass 
rises on the head of the eanh 
and all the trees are put on edge 
- e.e. cummings 
And so the nonhem hemisphere 
on), many of Ull who in winter must 
fight the urge to crawl under covers 
.1nd sleep the long month!> away can 
now emerge, joyous. into the world of 
the living again. Welcome back, 
spring! 
Now that winter is safely past 
(knock on wood), I can enjoy some 
memoriel> of it. Jen Ham1on took up 
my challenge in a past column - "does 
anybody actually .ruJ.i2y winter'!" -
with thi' following tribute to winter: 
" Hey everybody, it's snowtng!" 
The Mudents run outside to see the 
fir..t ~nowfall of winter. Scrape the 
!>now off the hoods of the parked cars 
on the Quad and pack it into a snow-
ball or two. "So this is snow." For 
some, this was the first time they'd 
ever seen it. touched it. watched it 
melt 1n thetr hands. or caught it on 
their tongues. 
. f/loKfiakes tlrat stay on my nose 
mtd ~y~laslres. sih·er white wint~rs 
that melt mto spring. th~se are aftK• of 
m~· fm·orlle thinRs 
As I head out for a long distance 
run. the clouds give way to a light 
snowfall. As I continue on my way. 
the snow begins to accumulate on my 
clothing and eyelashes. Cold? No. I 
wasn't cold. I was comfortable, con-
tent, almost warm. I was happy. 
I love to sit inside and watch the 
snow fall outside my window. I know 
that soon the snow, if there's enough. 
will be an inconvenience when I need 
my car and will be ugly whith din after 
the sanders have done their job. 
However. right now. it's fresh. clean. 
white, wonderful snow. 
In a word, " Beautiful!" 
- )en Harmon 
Class of 1994 
WPI students investigate feasibility of "instant" books 
WPI News Service 
The "while-you-wait" concept has 
come a long way. Until recently, 
people could have their keys made, 
their film developed. their shoes re-
heeled and their cars inspected in the 
time it took to complete a crossword 
puzzle, but almost everything else 
required more time. 
Last ~ummer. three seniors worked 
with two British inventors who have 
developed a plan to make books as 
instantly obtainable as passpon pho-
tos. The Book Machine is a compact 
printing and binding system. It con-
sists of a specifically developed 
printer/binder that uses a conven-
tional laser printer to produce books 
in lillie as one hour in a bookstore or 
at a Book Machine Center. These 
"instant" books, which are expected 
to appeal to doctors, ~Jrofessors, stu-
dents, researchers and even recrea-
tional readers, would be sclecled from 
texts stored on compact disks. Up to 
400 books can be stored on a single 
disk. 
Using information provided by 
John Pickin and Wilfrid L. Robinson, 
creators of the Book Machine, Sco11 
Brown, Tamatha Perry and Cari 
WindJ prepared and handed out 5.000 
quesuonna1re to customers leaving 
Bnush bookstores and interviewed 
selected authors, publishers, book 
~hop managers and special order serv-
ice managers in a market survey to 
designed to detennine the feasibility 
and viability of implementing the new 
technology. A major British book-
selling chain collaborated in distrib-
uting the survey. which generated 500 
customer replies. 
The students completed their work 
to satisfy their IQP requirement. The 
IQP was completed at WPI's London 
Project Center. Stephen J. Weininger, 
professor of Chemistry was faculty 
advisor. 
Peckin, Robinson and Bemard 
Lowe are former employees of Fer-
ranti lntcmationaJ, an electronic sys-
tems company ba.sed in the United 
Kingdom. During their London stay, 
the WPI students worked at the com· 
pany. which is no longer involved in 
the project. The three creators have 
acquired the rights to the Book Ma-
chine and plan to develop it as private 
vc..nture. 
Brown, Perry and Windt con-
cluded that the Book Machine would 
enhance existing bookstores, not diS· 
place them. and would provide a way 
for people to acquire books that would 
otherw1se be difficult or lime-con-
suming to obtain. They recom-
mended that the developers proposed 
goal of beginning the serv1ce with 
40.000 titles be increased by 10.000 to 
20.000 ulles per year, and that the 
categories include academic. profe~­
sional, technical, governmental, ref-
erence, mu~ic and non-fiction. Their 
survey also indicated a large demand 
for hard-to-find fiction and ~uggeMed 
that these books be considered for 
inclusion in the central database. 
The students recommend that an 
easily accessible catalog of available 
titles that includcl> descriptions of 
each text be created and periodically 
updated. All books will be repro-
duced within 24 hours: a premium 
would be charged for copymg a text tn 
one hour or less. 
Rob~nson says that he, Pickin and 
Lowe have discus!>ed the Book Ma-
chine with potential "collaborators'' 
in the United Kingdom and the United 
States but have no finn commitments: 
however. "the results of the student 
survey have been very valuable in 
shapmg our business strategy." 
Futurist to deliver Hull Lecture 
WPI News Sert~ice 
Dr. Hazel Henderson, noted futur-
ist. author. lecturer and journalist. 
will deliver the 1990-91 Hull Lecture 
on Tue..WIIy March 26. The free lec-
ture is open to the public and will take 
place at 4:30 p.m. tn Kinnicutt Hall. 
Henderson's topic w1ll be "A Futur-
ist Perspective on the Environment." 
Henderson, who rece1ved an hon-
orary doctrate in science from WPI in 
1976 is a frequent guest on radio and 
television and has produced TV series 
that have aired on CBS and PBS. Her 
books include Creating Alternative 
Features· The end nf £co11omirs and 
Tlte Politics of the Solar Age · Alterna-
til·~.f tn £conmumcs. Her articles 
have appeared in more than 200 jour-
nals. 
She has served on the U.S. Con-
gress Office of Technology Assess-
ment Advisory Council and on Advi-
sory Commillces of the National Sci-
ence Foundation and Lhe National 
Academy of Engineering, and is a 
member of the board of Appropriate 
Technology International and of the 
Advisory Council of the Universi ty of 
Florida's Center for Government 
Responsibility. 
The Hull lecture is named for 
Laurence F. Hull, a 1964 WPI gradu-
ate, who died in a car accident in 1965. 
Hull wa.' an outstanding student who 
was president of Phi Kappa Theta 
fraternity. editor of the student news-
paper, and chainnan of the students 
senate committee on assemblies. In 
the later capacity he sought to make 
the students think about values and 
about the role of Science and Technol-
ogy in society by inviting prominent 
speakers to campus. 
Previous Hull speakers have in· 
eluded Shirley Chisholm, who spoke 
on "Pohllcs in 1984," William Colby, 
who addressed anns control, artd Dr. 
Wilham L1fton with a topic of "The 
View from Chemobyl." Last year's 
speaker was Margaret L.A. 
MacVickar, MIT Dean for Under-
graduate Studies, who spoke on "Sci-
ence Education: For whom and For 
What? A National Crisis." 
Note: Hazel Henderson will be 
ava1lable for interview'\ earlier in the 
day. 
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK 
International Week I Cultural Festival takes place this Wednesday 
by Ajay Khanna 
N~wsp~ak Staff 
The laM few days have been 'Jlt!nl celebrat-
ing International Week. at WPI. A number of 
international Mudcnt organization\ arc organi£-
ing events to display and di~cu~s their cultural 
heril8ge dunng &he weel, wh1ch culmtnate~ 1n 
the Cultural Fc:.tival. 
The Cultural Festival will run I rom I Oam 10 
3pm on Wedne~day, March 27. There will be 
exhibit from a lithe international student clubs. 
In alphnbeucal order, they nrc the Afncan-
Amencan Cultuml Soc1et). the A\lan Society 
Club, the Chtnc\C Student A">oclalton. the 
European Student A'>'>OCialton. H1llel. the Hi'>-
pantc Student Ao,<;ociation, the lnd1an Student 
Orguntlation. the Korean Student A!>~ocialton, 
the Lcbane.,e Student A"ociation. the Malay-
"nn Student Al>sociallon. the Mu,ltm Student 
A-;<.oclation, and VtetSI.y. Dunng the Culturol 
Fc.,uval. a number of the clubs will !>how v1deo.. 
from thetr countries. and w1ll di\CU'>'i aspects of 
the1rcountry\culture wllh anyone v.ho i~ mter· 
e\ted 
Be!tldcr. the exhibit!>, there will be a number 
The Month of Fasting 
by Riz.wan Qureshi 
Classoj'92 
The nimh month of the year tn the Mu,lim 
lunarealendar is called Ramadan. The rcligiou:. 
month starts when the crescent of t he new moon 
appears. Th1s occurrence is u~unlly 2 day-; after 
the arrival of the new moon accordmg 10 the 
fixed lunar calendar. The Mushms al~o tnd1ca1e 
the name of the day along with the date. The 
religious day of the Muslims begmc; atl>Un\et on 
the night preceding the civil day. Yean. 1n the 
re ligious calendar are numbered from the 
Hegir.t - the n tgln of Mohammed - \tart ing with 
Fnday, July 16, 622 A.D. Ramadan beg.ins on 
the 273d day of the fi xed calendar Dunng 
Ramadan the f:uthful keep a Mnct la\t m the 
daylight hour... FL\l>ll n!Z dunng the month "one 
of the Five P1llar.. of l\lam. These arc: (I) the 
shahadahartirmtngthat "there I\ no god but God 
(Allah) and that Mohammed i-; the Me,~engerof 
God". (2) Salah, the live daily ritual. nr ~anonl­
cal. prayer,. (.l) Zakah, the giving of alml> on a 
:,tjpulatcd '>Calc. (This i'>. in a \Cn\C. the equiva-
lent of a voluntary rehgtous tax pa1d d1rectl) to 
the poor). (4) Sawm. t~ f~ung of the month of 
Ramadan. (5) HaJJ. the performance of the p1l· 
grimage 10 Mecca once m a ltfeume by tho~c 
physically und financially able 10 be ~o without 
compromi,ing their other respon'>tbtlllte-.. 
The month of fru.ung begin~ w1th the phy'>i-
cal ~ightmg of the moon. If the nc'v moon 1' not 
!>lghtcd on the twenty eighth day ot t he previou .. 
month, thi!> may be lengthened to t~Cn ty-nmc or 
thirty day!> 'o that the beginmng of fa~ung may 
currespond wnh the begtnning ol the month ol 
Ramadan. 
The principle ol fa~ting ts relutcd 10 that of 
limitation. Without limitation, km)wtcdgc 1!. 
impossible. for 11 i' v. hen we come to the end or 
limit of a thmg that It'> true nature become' 
evident. Ramadan·, making the end to mdul· 
gence. or 1mpo'>tng a clear limn 10 11 day after 
day for a month, offer.. an unm1Maf...abl)' spiri-
tual lesson. It at..o con!>litutcs n punficu11ons 
and a kind of -;acrilice. which lead' 10 renewal 
and fre l>h o,trength. On the moral plane 11 al!>o 
brings a d1rec1 under<.tanding of the l-.uffcnng of 
the hungry. 
During Ramadan a Muslim doe~ not cat or 
drink from daybreak, when a thread of light may 
be ~een on the hori1on. until the <;un hab l>tl. 
After the evemng proycr (maghnb), a breakfast 
IS eaten. Somewhat later in the night a large 
meal b taken. It i' common 10 take a meal. 
'>Omettmc!> called suhar. tn the early morning 
before the fa.\1 begms. 
The dati) fa,t b begun by fomlulating the 
intention to perform the fa\t a~ a rite. Children 
bcgm fa<oting gradually. firM half a day, then 
!>evcrol days. until they grow old enough 10 fast 
~11hou1 InJUring their health. No one is required 
10 fast if hb health i~ not up to II. and if a fa ... l 
threaten\ health it !ohould be \tOpped. Pregnant 
and nur..tng women are exempted from fal>tin!!. 
Men,truutin!! women arc also exempted but 
mu~t make up the lost fa\1 day~ afterwards 
during the course of the yeur. 
During the daytime fo\1, not only rnu~t the 
believer not cat or drink. but (\)he must at..o 
ab~H1in from ~exual enJoyment, lbtening 10 
mu'itc, and a' far a~ po ... ~ible from all pleru.ure' 
of the <,en~e,. Durin!! the ntght, ph:a.,ure., of the 
\cn-.e' are agam allo,~<ed. although cxtraord1 
nary l!vcnh of enjoyment'>. \Ut:h a-. celebralton,, 
\hould not he held dun ng Ramadan. 
Bhangra 
A Northern Indian Dance 
by lnderpreet Kllurana 
Clll!Js of'91 
The Bhangm 1\ a popular, l.t..,l-paccd. and 
e'huhcr.tnt dance ongtnatmg from the Nonhem 
lndtan 'tate uf PunJab " .1 ... pcctaclc everyone 
lllU~I \eC II IS performed durtng JOYOU.\ OCCnl>· 
:.ion., b> gmups of young mate .. wcanng color-
ful turban ... and tradttional 11111re. 
Truditiunall)'. the Bhangru i\ performed 
dunng the lirst wheat harve~t of the year, mar-
riage .md b1nh ccremon1c,. and other memo-
rable occa-.~lon ... 
The d.mce cons1w, of the rythmic movement 
of the <ohoulder<. coordinated w11h the move-
ment!~ ufthc leg.,, A numhcrofvanauons 10 the 
basic movcmcnt!i bring out the beauty of the 
Bhangrn Dance. The vnriauon., mclude somcr· 
\llult<,, 01p),jumping in the air. and other acm-
baltc.: move\. 
Ba'>icall), it is a dance to cnjO), and anyone 
can learn 11. The Bhan!!r3 w1ll be performed at 
lOam on WcdneMla) . M<~r~.:h 27. during the 
Cultural Fe~uval, by 11 few members of the 
Indian Student Organit:ation. Everyone i:. wel-
come. 
"The Book of Signs" to play 
by Rizwan Qureshi 
Class of '92 
The event : Movie- The Book of~ 
The place: Morgan A 
The time: Tue!>day. March 26th 7 lOpm 
Mu~t \Cicnce necessarily conOict wt th reh· 
g1on'? 1\ 11 i>O'"hle that many \CICnll l lc th\COV· 
cries were revealed over 1400 hundred year. 
ago'? Watch the mov1e. 
The Mw,hm Student A\~ociatiun prc,entl> 
The Book of Sum>· Th1s mov1e "an enlighten 
mg documentary about the 1\lamit. v1ev. of 
natural phenomena and the way they are de-
..cnbcd tn II\ .. acrcd boo!. the Quron. Among'>t 
other thtng'> the ltlm "ha\Cd on t~o boo~.\ : Jk 
Bible. the Qyr;tn & S~ and Wh,ll 1\ the 
Ongin of Mun. h) Dr. Maurice Bucatlle. \\hO 
dedicated hi' time to \tudymg the Qur .m pnmar-
ily for II\ \Cicntilic content 
The film portr.l)' the Quran II'> ., \UUtt:c of 
descnpiiOn\ of the phy.,.cal world'' phenomena 
that are remarkably \lmllar to theN; of mudem 
sc1cnce. Many quotes and eKample>. ar\! wed 
whtch parallel modem dayscientitic bcl1cl It " 
ver) tntngutng I<> find out that a book which 
comes from a time when lhc '>late ul \Ctenlllic 
knowledge a<o we know it today wu' hmued ha., 
unveiled a k1nd ol !.now ledge thnt wuuld not be 
realized unlit ccntunec, afterward. 
The movie al\0 exammes l\lam. and It\ rela-
IIOn<.hJp with nature and 'ciencc. It look,, more 
!>pecifically. into the 11es between scicn<.-c and 
reltg10n hy u~mg C'<ample' \Ul'h a'> the B1g Bang 
theory It also gOC'i on to expla1n the friction 
bctv. een them, nnd "hy 11 occur<;. 
In 'hurt The Book of Signs i~ an informative 
and entertaining movie that b sure 10 keep your 
1n1ere\l Remember, ndmi ... ,ion i' free! 
A brief history of 
Taekwondo 
by Won S. So11g 
1\ ort!nn Swd~nb A \Sociatioll 
Tael. wundo I'> '>CI f-dclt:n'c martial-an that 
ha' developed tn Korea. mer :!.000 year.. In 
rec.:ent tune,, 11 ha' bt.'Comc a popular tntcma-
ttonal ... pon. and \Omc I, 'i(l() Korean in\tructor, 
me tca~hlllJ? the 'port 1n mort' than 100 coun-
tne,. I he T ockwondo 1\'"x:iuttun of Korea has 
J rnembcr .. hlp of 3,5(X).(XKI. mal.ing 11 the larg-
C'>I at llli<IIC or the Korea Amateur Sport\ A .. w-
Ciilllnn. 'The W11rldTacl~ondu h:dcratton wa., 
C\tnbli,hcd tn 1976, and " headquartered m 
Kul-1-lwon, ~hich '" loc;atcd 10 Seoul. 
Tuck"ondo wa., formally rccognitcd by the 
lntcm.umnal Olymp1c \nmmlllce tn Jut) 1980. 
It wu' a deniOn\lration 'Pnrt in the 1988 Seoul 
Olympic\ tn whtch 11 'howcd great prom1~e m 
becomtng aregular..pon in the nm .. odiJ>tanl fu-
ture. At the 1991 Cultural Pe\tlval. a few 
member.. nf the Korean Student., A.,~octatton 
w11l g1ve a dcrnon\trlltton ol I oet...wondo. 
of performance\ hy \tUdcnt\ and \Ume profe\-
"onal orgamt:auons The Indian '>tudcnt' wtll 
'>tnf two vel) popular wng' in lndmn, namcl) 
Eb Do Icc . and Rang Bnr:.c. Shanti Sure\h, a 
gn1dua1e student.\\ ttl ""II- My He an h Bcill!D . 
u !'tong from an Indian movie. The Indian 
\tudents will al<.u put on a performance of the 
Bhangrd dance, wh1ch b famou~ in northern 
lnd1a. The Boltvian group Fonale7.a w11l per 
form music of the Andel> Mountain!>, played on 
nmi\-e Andean Outc\, panp1pes.nnddrums. The 
lit~ panic students Wi ll dance the Merengue, and 
~how a few other Lmin ~tCpl> 10 the tunc of~ 
~. from The Lillie Mennaid. The Viet-
namese students wi ll perform The Sorrow of n 
G1rl named Buran. a non-tradiuonal ~ong and 
dance, whtch tel" the ~tory of a g1rl who k1lb 
hen.elf when her boyfriend marrie~ ~omeone 
el\e, after pledgtnglove to her. Rhod1a Chmto-
doulides. a !>ludent from Cyprus, will ~tng a few 
uf her favome song!., ond will also dance With 
the the V.E.V.A. Hellenic Dance Ensemble, u 
dance group of young Greek American:.. They 
will perform tn regional costumes from variou\ 
areao; of Greece. The Korean Mudcnts will \ tng 
To a Friend, a Korean l>Ong. A few member<, of 
the Korean Student A<;sociation will also g1ve a 
performance of Taekwondo, a Korean man11.11 
art for self-dcfen\c 
The International Week started on Wednc'>-
day, March 20. w11h a Travel and Work Abroad 
pre,cntation by Maureen Flanagan from the 
Council on Travel m Bo,ton. In another pro 
gram that e\entnJ?. a number of intemauonal 
\tudcnt\ talked about thetr experience\ at over-
\CO\ project center.. The Chtne\e Student A "o 
C1a11on ~pon'>ored the film Q)rotmthu-. AI~ 
wtuch de~cribe'> the ltfe of a Chinc'c woman 
trymg 10 cope with conOict' between the old and 
the new dunng the tran\tttonal per1od in Chinn 
in the early twentieth century. 
On Thul'\da> March 1 1, Profe.,sor Enc 
Ctnhom. from the Poltttcal Science Department 
at Untver"ll) ofMu\\oc.:hu.,cll'-,ga"ea prc,enta 
lion on the Europcun Economic Cummunit>. 
whic!l becmne' a "nglc economic untt in 1992. 
The prl!.,cntalton \His followed by a panel of 
WPI \tudcnt' ~ho conttnucd the di.,cu"ion and 
an ... ~ercd quc:.tton' about the toptc.:. 
The lndtan Student OrganiLatton held a 
number of event' on rrida) , March 22. There 
were a number of handtcrofts and exh1btts from 
lndm on d1\play tn Gordon Libra!). The Indian 
'tudcnhabu held a d1nnerof lndtan (nod. wh1ch 
75 WPI \ludcnh and faculty auendcd. The food, 
which wa' .. upplted by Hou'c of lnd1u at Pari. 
Avenue, Worce,tcr, Wtc. deltciou,, and the din-
ner was a great success. AI 8pm that evenmg, 
two Indian high \Chool girl~ from Sudbury per-
formed four di'>tii1Ct Bharatnallyam dances. 
Bharatnauyam i:. an lnd1an Cla\<,lcal dance 
which ha~ been performed m South lnd1a for 
centuries. 
Soccer~~ probably the mo'il popular sport in 
the world. On Saturday, March 23, a team of 
mtemational \tudent~ played WPI's Varsity 
Soccer Team ot2pm in Alumni Field. which the 
Var..ny Team won J..{). There wa<; a receptton 
held at World House after the game. 
There will be a few more events held during 
the week. On Tue~ay, March 26, Dr Huel 
Hender\on will lecture on a Futunst Perspective 
on the Environment, at 4:30 pm 1n Kinnicut 
Hall, there will be an international buffet dinner 
for aiiJ>tudenb on the meal plan from 5-7pm in 
Founder; and Morgan dining hall<;, and the 
Mu~lim Student Al>~OCiaJion will l>pon ... or ~ 
Book of St&m. a documentary on the !~Iamie 
view of the universe at 7:30 pm in Mof!Zan A. 
The Cultural Festival on Wedne\day, March 27. 
will be followed by a presentation on the econo-
mics of the E.ttstcm European countnes by A jay 
Khanna and George Regnery at 6:30pm in S L 
011. 
All the above programs are free. and every-
one 1" welcome to auend. So come, team, and 
\atisfy younuriOU!>Ity! I hope every student at 
WPI makes an clfon 10 :tllend at least some of 
them, and particularly the Cultural Fcsttval. 
Man) lntcrnattonal ~tudent!o have put a great 
deal of effo11 tow:Lrd~ mat...ing the~e programs 
available. Not cver)•onc gets a chance to tr.tvcl 
abroad, and 1h1., 1~ one of the way., young people 
can find out more about other cultures and !>hare 
their e>opertcnc.:e\ The \tUff and udmtnl'otrdttOn 
are al<oo welcome to aucnd. 3'> I am '>ure e'el)-
one w1llleam 'omethmg lll'W hy com mg. There 
~~ill be a number of children fromn fe\\ ... chool~ 
in Worcester, but I hope thm doc.,n' t make 
anyone nervuu~. For further infomlation, 
please contact rom 1 hnm ... cn, the International 
Student Adv1..or. tn the Office of Student Life, at 
exten!.IOn 5201. 
THEO'S RESTAURANT AND PIZZA 
PIZZAS, GRINDERS 
NOW OPEN FROM 7 AM TO 12 MIDNIGHT 
MONDAY THROUGH SUNDAY 
BEASONAiLE PRICES: 
{INCLUDING THE TAX) 
SMALL PLAIN PIZZAS ............................. $3.26 
(WITH WPIID: $3.00) 
LARGE PLAIN PIZZAS ............................. $6.04 
(WITH WPIID: $5.52) 
GRINDERS ........... ......... FROM $3.00 TO $4.25 
(WITH WPIID: $0.25 OFF ANY LARGE GRINDER) 
(For large amounts of pizzas and grinders, a 
better price is offered) 
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WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
The Origins of National Women's History Month 
I 0 years ago members of a women ·~ hi !.tory 
cla'i!> at Sonoma State Univer;i ty in California 
founded an organization called the National 
Women's History Project. Four members of the 
class used photogr.tphs from magazines ami 
history books to put together a slide show called 
"'WE THE WOMEN ... Although the !>I ide show 
was just a project for the course, the class 
response was on of surprise and contemplation 
so they went on to show ilto the Commission on 
the Status of Women and other Women's 
groups. All of the reactions were the same. 
viewers had seen a version of history they never 
knew existed: one with women in it. 
The four women traveled through the state 
with their show for severul yean. and eventually 
became arfiliutcd with the Sonoma County 
Commission on the SHIIUS or Women. They 
began to work in local schoob and organi:rAt-
tions and to celebr.tte Women'l> History Week. 
They coordinated the week's celebration with 
International Women's Day. Peoph: alt faraway 
as Maryland and New York heard about the 
group who were trying to teach people that 
women really existed in history and wrote for 
information and materials. 
It was in 1981thatthe project was organized 
as a national, educational, non-profi t organiza-
tion to "promote the molticultural study of 
women's history in grades Kindeganen through 
Women's participation 
Women Bolster Ranks of Guard Units around the globe 
(News USA) - As call came for the military 
to respond to the escalating Middle East crisis 
last August. and the country prepared for Opera-
tion Desert Storm, the I 36th Mobile Aerial Port 
Squadron (MAPS) of the Texas Air National 
Guard wa~ activated. 
Lt. Col. Susan Bickelma.nn, the 136tb MAPS 
commander, said the unit, whose mission was 
key 10 ferrying troops and supplies quickly to 
the Central Command theater, was reudy to go 
within 24 hours of its notification. 
Biekelmann, the only known female com-
mander of such a unit in the entire Air Force. b 
one of several thousand women serving on uc-
tive duty as part of Operation Desert Storm. 
Although women are not permitted to ~erve 
in combat- by law in the Navy, Air Force and 
Marines and by policy in the Army - they are 
said to be "indispensable" to the opcr.uional 
success of this largest military operation since 
the Vietnam War. 
Women hav'e taken part in every American 
military crisis l>ince the Revolutionary War, but 
never before have they <~erved on such a large 
scale, or in such a wide variety of military 
specialities, including work as true!.. driver.;, 
mechanics. pilots and llUiitary police. 
This month, as part of U.S. Department of 
Defense's recogni tion of National Women's 
History Month, the National Guard salute the 
contributions women have mad to helping pre-
pare its forces for the challenges of the 90s and 
beyond. 
Goal: Equal Opportunity 
According to Lt. Gen. John B. Conaway. 
chief oft he National Guard Bureau in Washing-
ton, D.C .• in the 90s, the guard will build on the 
successes of the 80s by focu~ing on people -
"our most important asset and greatest 
strength." 
To the Guard. officials say, a focus on equal 
opportunity will be paramount to meeung the 
challenges of tomorrow. 
"As our nation become more and more 
cultur.illy diversified. it is el.semially to our 
economic survival to belter incorporate, train 
and promote women and minoritie~ into higher 
levels of management," Conaway say~. 
"This also applies to the military. where 
building a !.trong, prepared force become), a 
national security as well as economic concern. 
The Guard .. can lead rhe way in ensuring equal 
opportunity throughout the U.S. military." 
the numbe~ of women tn the Guard have 
incre<U>cd significantly :.ince they were fi~t al-
lowed to enl ist in the ~en ice in 1956. Over the 
80s. the Guard's female ranks have more than 
doubled. from a total ofabout20.000 in 197M to 
close to 47,000 in 1990. 
In the Army Guard, roughly 7 percent of the 
total force is comprised of women. ln the Air 
Guard. women represent over 13 percent of its 
force, one of the highest percentages of all 
military components. 
• 
12th." Their rirst publication W!L'> a 60 page 
materials c!llalog and organi7at•onal guide. 
They were awarded grants through the 
Women's Equity Act which they used to fund 
more curricular materials. 
Today the project employs 6 fu ll-time 
women and many part-time work en. and volun-
teers. They publbh a quanerly new~leuer and 
an annual catalog of videotape!>, books. and 
posters that describe their cau-;e. Many work-
shops and conference:. are organized by .{he 
Project for State Departments and groups 
throughout the country. They produce a video 
series called "Women in ~merican Life," and 
record infonnation and maintain archives on 
1n the Gulf 
notable women. 
Recently, the entire month of March was 
dcsigrtated Women's History Month. The 1990 
mouo was ''Write Women Back into History," 
and this years mo11o is "Fostering Tradition. 
Nurturing Change." 
The purpose of the observance of Women's 
llistory Month at WPI is not to separate the 
campw. into two group!>, feminists and nonfem-
inists, but to have the whole campus recognize 
what most of us already do, that women make up 
at least half of the past. present and future. Look 
for the bulletin boards that celebrate Women 's 
History Month in the wedge, and feel free to 
pick up a bu11on to ~how your support. 
War: 
Women Serve at Front Lines In Fight For Humanity 
(News USA) - Women are serving on the 
fron t lines right along with the men as the 
soldiers of the Salvation Anny light to unite 
people of all stations and all walks of life with 
God. 
the organi7.ation's publicati on<> allest to the 
role of women: 
"'Hardworl.ing Army Women Lead the Fight 
on the Never-ending Baulefront of Social Ac-
tion," read-. a headline in one U.S. Territorml 
newspaper. "Women move from the back-
ground into involvement in all aspects of center 
life." reportS another. 
The focus on equality in The Salvat1on Army 
dates back more than a century. William Booth; 
the Methlldist minister who founded the Army 
in England in 1865, declared. "My best ncb are 
women.'' 
Hil> wife Catherine Mumford Booth proved a 
model for other arm wive.,, expounding tire-
lessly on"' hat ~he called her ·•sellled view" that 
women should be educated and l.erve equally 
with men m both the home and the pulpit. 
Cathenne Booth c;aw a biblical mandate for 
women to preach. 
Daughter W a~ Leader 
the Booths • daughter Evangeline ~erved as 
international general of the Salvation Am1y 
from 1934 to 1939. Before that, !>he ~rved as 
army commander both in Canada and the Umted 
Statel>. Prel>ident WQOdrow Will>on gave her the 
Distinguished Service Medal in 1919. citing the 
contribution to the Salvation Army toward 
wining the war. 
Today. as American's prepare to mark Na-
tional Women's HiMory month in March, The 
Salvation Army ha~ another woman 111 the inter-
national helm · Gcner.tl Eva Burrow~ - and can 
point to continued emphasis on the contribu-
tions of women. 
" ... (T)he women of The Salvation Army 
throughout these United States arc indeed 
changing the world around them," wrote Mrs. 
Commissioner Jame!> (Ruth) Osborne. National 
President of Women's Organization\ and wife 
of the national commander. 
· Some are ··quiet ~oldier.." Ruth Osbome 
said, working in their homelo ru1d workplaces. 
"Other.. arc bauling on the front lines of minis-
try." lighting pornography . teaching senior citi-
zens to read. conducting child abuse prevention 
programs and working within the vast array of 
Salvation Army Progrnms. 
In addition. The Salvation Am1y operate!> 
'>ome special program for women, including 
tho!.e addicted to drugs and alcohol. One such 
program in 
Dayton, Ohio, has operated for more than 
two yean.. offering shelter. woric thcmpy and 
education along with counseling and activities 
that boost self-esteem. 
Talking to men, a bold woman just can't . win 
by Alison Bass 
Boston Globe Staff 
Social psychologists now have hard evi-
dence for what many woricing women already 
know: If you want to wield infl uence ina man's 
world, you have to play dumb. 
A new study has found that men arc much 
more likely to have their minds changed by 
women who speak in a tenLative, self-deprecat-
ing manner than by women who <;ound like they 
know what they're talking about. 
Thesamestudyalso found that while men are 
threatened by assertive women, other women 
prefer them. Women. in fact, arc more likely ro 
be swayed by women who speak directly than 
by those who start their sentences by saying "I 
really don't know much about this but ... " 
" It's kind of sad, isn't it?'' says Linda L. 
Carli. assi~tant professor of psychology at the 
College of Holy Cross in Worcester. who con-
ducted the study. "In some contexts, women arc 
damned if they do and damned it they don 'L If 
you're trying to reach an audience of both men 
and women, you're really in trouble. 
Another implication of the study is that it 
doesn't help a women to have men perceive her 
as competent. Both men and women in the study 
perceived assenive women as being more 
competent that their tentative siste~. but the 
men were '\till more likely to change their opin-
ion after talking to women they perceived as 
more hesitant - and less competent. 
The research, which involved 229 p!.ychol-
ogy students, was published in the Journal of 
Pcl"ionality and Social psychology. 
"The men in my study described the women 
who were tentative as less competent and 
knowledgeable,'' Carli said. " But they abo 
described them a'> more trustwonhy and they 
liked them more. So for men it appears that it'11 
more imponant that a woman be accessible and 
GOLDSMITH 
APARTMENTS 
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likable than competent in order to be mnucnccd 
by them." 
Ta~ing prcviouo, n:M:art:h into account, Carli 
speculates that men arc les~ comfortable with 
a.-.sert1ve women simply because asl>enive 
women threaten their statu1. in society. White 
males still hold 97 percent of the senior manage-
ment positions in the United States, and few 
social scienti 'its would disagree that white men 
in general retain a higher status than women or 
minorities. 
"A woman who behaves in a high-status 
manner, i.e. a woman who is very direct and sure 
of herself. is threuteming to a man," Carli -;aid. 
"Something like that must be going on;., men 
arc more inl)ucnced by tentative woman." 
Like Florence Gcis. a University of Dela-
ware p:.ychologil>t who hal' done ~imilar re-
\tarch, Carli believes thi-; kind of behavior is 
unconscious: Most women aren't aware thay 
arc talking in a more telllative way to hold a 
man's attention, and most men aren't aware 
they prefer that approach. Carli 's Mudy dove-
taib with Geis' research that found that deeply 
entrenched biases arc often unconscious. 
" If you ask men in authority roles. they will 
tell you that they are not biased and their con· 
~ociou' belief in fai me::;!> is ab~olu tely sincere,'' 
'lays Geis. a professor of pschology who ha~ 
don~: pathbreading wort... on gender b1alo. 
"They're not just feeding you a line. What they 
don't rcalt:r.c io; that we were all rniscd tn a 
~tociety where these Mercotypcs were consid-
ered de,irable. and uncon'>Ciou!.ly the;,c o;terc-
otypes still guide our behaviour." 
While re~art:h on how dfcctively minori-
ties wield inOucnce IS ' PUI"ic, both Carll and 
Get~ believe the same panem~> hold true for 
anyone in "low !otatu:." po'>itions. including 
black' and ethniC minorities. Like women, 
blackl> who are more -;ubtle in their approach 
may be pcrsua<;ivc than their more a\sertive 
brcthcn, Carli lopeculatcs. 
The work that Gei' and Carll have done 
\uggc'>t!> that no mauer how smart or well-
prepared women and blacks arc. they may not be 
able to overcome o,odal \tereotypes thai have! 
been an place forcentllries. Both researchers say 
true change wiJI come only when those in power 
make a concentrated effort to promote large 
numben; of women and blacks to h1gh status 
job~. to the point where their very pervasiveness 
can break down stereotypes. 
In her study. Carli asked 229 p~ychology 
~tudent!> to fill out a questionnaire about their 
opinions on several topics. such as whether the 
drinking age should be lowered to 18 or whether 
the federal government should provide free day 
care for working parents. From tho:ie s tudents 
who had opinion~. l>he then randomly selected 
59 males and 59 females and paired them with 
each other for a ~rics of discusslonl> on these 
topics. 
Each discussion was videotaped, and ba.<>ed 
on the topes each student was scored according 
to the degree to which he or she talked in a 
tentative or assertive manner. To arrive at a 
score, the raters (who were unaware of the 
purposeofthestudy) recorded such things as the 
frequency of di~claime~- (I really don't know 
much about this but ... " hcdg<!s ul kind of thin!. 
that ... "): and tag questions (" l think that is true, 
don't you?") 
The more such language is used, the more 
tentative and unassertive a person is considered, 
previous research has shown. 
After each discuss1on, both par11cipants were 
'eparately "''ked his or her opinion on the topic 
discuSl!ed. That opinion was compared with 
their opinions on the questionaire to l.CC how 
much one had been swayed by the other. 
The re~earchcr; round nnt only that women 
tended to speak ro10re tenetatively when inter-
acting with men than with women, but also that 
rhe u!>C of tentative language enhanced their 
ability to influence a man. Butthattentativenes~ 
impeded a woman's ability to innucnce another 
woman. 
The male :.tudents · manner of speaking had 
no such effect. lney were equally inOuenual 
with both men and women whether they spoke 
in an as,crt1ve or tentative manner. 
In the eyes of mo:.t people, ~imply ''being 
male may make one a legitimate leader,'' Carll 
conclude~ in her report. "As a resuh, men may 
be a!>sumcd to be competent and ~nowlcdge­
ablc. regardlcs~ of their speech.·· 
Reprillled with permission from the 
Boscan Glvke 
I I I j Iff It 0 I 
• • • 4 • • • • • r • • • • • 
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We're on FiiiD Traditions Day at WPI 
"Psycho Killer, Quesque c'est?" by Elltn Madigan Ntwspeak Staff 
a Pie-Eating Contest. which will fea-
ture blueberry pie~. Any organi7.ation 
may enter a five-person team for com-
petition in this tasty event. Each 
contestant is responsible for eating 
one p1e. The team that finishes their 
five pies the quickeJ.t will win piua in 
the new Gompei's Place for their 
whole organization. The second place 
team will win tickets for a Soccomm 
Sunday night movie of their choice. 
by Gtoff Wtufitld 
and Jim Ropp, 
Ntw~ak Staff 
Jim: Greetin~s loyal readers (those 
of you who don tjust skip to the end.of 
the ankle for the ratings). Once again. 
Geoff and I are forced to review yet 
another great movie, as we went to see 
"Silence of the Lambs.'' One of these 
days we're going to have to purposely 
sec a pathetic film so we can dig into 
ourlibraryofinsuhs; it 'sso mueh more 
fun. Bu: I'll forgo it this time as this 
was an excellent adaptation from Tho-
mas Harris' novel. It begins in an FBI 
tratning camp were we meet tra10ee 
Clarise Starling. played by Jodie Fo,-
ter, who is given the opportunity to 
utilit..e her psychology backgound in a 
"small" extra-curricular assignment. 
Fo r recently, there had been several 
brutal murders involving some unfor· 
tunate women and a charncter mck-
named Buffalo Bill. Leaving the FBI 
clueles!>, Starling is asked to approach 
thl'l case in a bit of an unonhodox 
method. Here she meets Dr. Hannibal 
Lecter (a.l. .. a .. Hannibal the Canni-
bal .. ). played by Anthony Hopk1n~. 
who is being held under maximum 
ecurity in a mental institute for the 
equally graphic murders he had com-
milled in the past (and would still like 
to commit). A psychologist himself. 
he revels in .. gelling to know people 
beuer .. through unseuling queMions 
and other not-so- pamles'i methods. 
Starling tries to learn about the psy-
chotic mentality from him. often trad-
ing bits of her personal life for clues 
about the case. All the fun really be-
gins when the brilliant madman Hanni-
bal escapes as well and the FBI Is left to 
deal with the two of them. 
Geoff: Although the plot that ties 
the various elements of the film to-
gether is the pursuit of Buffalo Bill. the 
real focus of .. The S1lence Of the 
Lambs'" is the relationship that forms 
between Starling and Lecter. Lecter i!> 
Impressed by her candid response\ to 
h1s questions and -.he. in tum, i' held by 
his dangerous genius and h1 o; ability to 
,&ct at her soul even through the glass 
walls that enclose him. I found both 
their characteN fao;cinating and I was 
pleased 10sec (actually. to read - I read 
the book two summer., ago) that the 
story pays more a11en11on to the1r un-
easy alliance than to the brutal and 
gorey actions of Bill. 
Not that the hunt for Bill wa.~ ne-
glected. mind you. In fact. that part of 
the plotline was also exceptionally 
tight and well done. I could not find 
NF.WSI'EAK STAFf l'ttOTOIPF.J\tAN FANI 
olk Singer Jane Byaela played WPI last Friday. 
Great Haircut.------:~ 















PROFESSIONAL HAIR CUTTING FOR MEN, s7 
WOMEN, AND CHILDREN 
REGULARLY $9.00 
NOW ONLY 
For a limited time, GreatCuts 
is reducing the price on our 
regular precision haircut 
Save $2.00 on the best haircut 
in town from the professional 
stylists at GreatCuts. Now, 
you can get GreatCuts quality 
at a really great price I 
OtiE ~ I'£R CUSTOMER [)(PIRES 
8/IM NOT TO BE USEOW11H AH'tOTHER 
COUf'ON Ofii'AC)MOTIOH ONlY VAllO AT 
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any gratuitous or exploitative bits. 
even though hb victims were women. 
His motives and psychosis are fright-
ening in their ongmality. 
The director. Jonathan Demme, did 
an excellent job 1n creating the same 
feelings of suspense and drama that 
Harris' book has. Actually, he -;uc-
ceeded in adding elements to the film 
that could not have been achieved in 
printed form. He also provided a good 
bit of visual creativity that really made 
the scenes from the novel just as capti-
vating as Harris' de~cnption~. 
All in all, I truly consider .. The Si-
lence of the Lambs'' to be of clasc;ic 
quality; on par with Hitchcock and 
Poe. maybe. I g1ve 11 a really huge 
Christmas Mocking wi th all sons of 
neat \luff ms1de and a Milli Vanilli 
effigy l>Uitable for burning. 
Jim: Quite. Demme 's direction 
coupled with Hopkin's perfonnance 
created an incredibly frightening at· 
mosphere that grabs hold of your anen-
t ion and flmg~ it again~t the screen. 
Hopkin's character !>Cemed to fit right 
into Demme's dark and psychotic 
scene!>. You would dread every one of 
Lector's hnes and acuons but were still 
too captivated in hi 'lcharacterto ignore 
anything he did. You actually begm to 
believe that somewhere, Lector did 
exist. Overall, Foster and Hopkins 
were nothing short of incredible. 
Here's a movie of terror based on its 
sul>pense instead of it' gore. (Of 
course. there was plenty of that, too.) 
I give "Silence" a smiling death's 
ht!lld moth and a renegade air- systems 
repairman. 
Now that D-Term is upon us, the 
first thing that should come to mind is 
Tradition-, Day. Yes, that 's right, Tra-
ditions Day. TueM!ay. April 16 is the 
date that the Student Alumni Society 
has chosen to celebrate the various 
traditions of WPI, both past and pres-
ent. This day-long event is being held 
to help educate students, faculty, and 
staff about the heritage and traditions 
of WPI, and at. the same time provide 
everyone with tJ1e opportunity to par-
ticipate in the living traditions of the 
ln~ tit u te . The Student Alumni Soci-
ety hopes that this event will help to 
generate shcool spirit by involving 
everyone on campus. People are en-
couraged to don their crimson and 
gray and other WPI cl01hing on this 
day in order to help promote and cele-
brate the event. 
Many evcntl> are planned from 
morning until evening. and all arc in-
vited to anend. Stoning at I 0 a.m., the 
Higgin' House Museum will be open 
to everyone. Some of the highlight~ 
of this Museum will include an ex-
hibit on how the Higgins House was 
built. the story of the Goat 's Head 
Tradition. and an exhibit of historic 
WPI memorabilia. The H1ggins 
Houo;e Museum will be open until 4 
p.m.. and copies of the 1991 Tech 
Bible will be dist ributed to anyone 
who visits the Museum during the 
day. At II a.m., and again at 2 p.m., 
tours of the Higgins House will be de-
parting from the foyer of the house. 
Additionally. a reception will take 
place on the Sunporch a1 3:30 p.m. 
At 12 Noon, many activities will be 





Medical and Dental 
$5 
All this, and a better world to show for it. 
Maybe you can't afford not to volunteer. 
On the Quad from II a.m. to I p.m .. 
and 3 to 5 p.m. will be the Dllnk Tank. 
Members of SAS are currently re-
cruiting your favorite professors and 
administrators to sit in the wet seat. 
Each dunkec will be in the tank for 
nbou1 fifteen minutes, and a schedule 
will appear in Newspeak ~o that you 
will know when you can dun!.. your 
de1.n-ed targets. 
In order that the winner of thi'i 
year's Freshman-Sophomore rivalry 
be dctermmcd. there will be a volley-
ball game on the Quad at4:30 p.m. All 
Freshmen and Sophomores are en-
couraged to attend and suppon their 
representative teams. The winner of 
the rivalry will be announced later in 
the day. 
TraditionJ. Day will conclude w1lh 
a Candlc·Lighting Ceremony begin-
ning at 7 p.m. on the Quad. Candle 
wtll be distributed to everyone. and 
the procession will depan for ln!>titute 
Park led by the Senior class. A bag-
piper will accompany the procession 
down West Street to the park, by the 
light of hundreds of luminaria. A spe-
cial gues1 will speak briefly about 
WPI, and then everyone will take pan 
in the singing of the Alma Mater. 111e 
candle which were distributed will 
then be set afloat on Insti tute Pond. 
Peace Corps recruiters will soon be on campus. Find out how you can qualify: 
INFO TABLE 







Higgins Lab, Rm 101 
Or Call the Peace Corps 
1-800-648-8051 EXT.104 
INTERVIEWS 
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT 
r Music Review 
The Pogues, The Knack, Katmandu 
by Troy Nielson, 
Ray Bert, 
and Joe Parker 
The Pogues "Hell 's Ditch" (Island Rec-
ords) 
Controry to popular belief, The Pogues are 
not from Ireland. They an: from London. Eng· 
land. Just thought l 'd get that take n care of right 
away. 
The Pogues definitely play an int.eresting 
form of music. Its root~ are from Ireland and 
England, but the branches arc of u rock und roll 
variety. But with the "Heirs Ditch" the leaves 
have blossomed diversity and even a faint hue of 
exotica. MoM of the music on the recording 
defies c lassification simply because of the vari· 
ety of s tyles present: everything from ultra-
mellow to jig-jumping rousing Irish folk/rock. 
Also. Joe Strummer. past member of the Clash. 
is the producer. And I think that he was able to 
make the be'it-sounding Pogues recordings to 
date. 
The first ong that really caught my attention 
was "The Sunnyside of the Street' '. The music 
is nice, easyaoing and reassuring but somehow 
the lyrics are detached in a biu.are \Ort of way. 
They state, " Had the women, had the booze/all 
I can remember now/is little kid'l with no 
shoes". Definitely an e lement of regretting past 
flirtations with alcohol: a common Irish folk 
song motif. Speaking of lyrics, thank Ood that 
the liner notes include the complete lyrics be· 
cause lead singor Shane MacGowan has the ar-
ticulation of a di'Utlk AM radio announcer. As 
an aside. the song's chord progression sounds 
extremely similar to the Cure's "Boys Don' t 
Cry". More than likely. that 's a harmlelo!> coin· 
cidence. 
There are a number of ea\y-going songs with 
catchy melodies joyously destroyed by 
MacGowan's raspy throat, such as "Sayonara", 
''The Ghost of a Smile", and "House of the 
Gods". These are great songs. with carefully 
conMructed inMrumentation consisting mostly 
of guitar, banjo. mandolin, bass. whistle, fiddle, 
and drums. One thing about the Pogue~ is that 
the melodies are wonderfully constructed to be 
forever-remembered. 
Also on the recording are some unusual 
songs. I was totally taken by surprise. "Rain· 
bow Man", "The Wake of the Medusa". and 
''Hell''> Ditch" are true demonstrations that the 
Pogues have much more than a scrap of compos· 
ing and performing talent. 
"Rainbow Man" will wrinen and sung by 
Terry Woods, the group·~ mandolin player. 
Mo!>l of the song~ are wriuen by MacGowan: so 
the contrnst wiJh Woods ' song is refreshing. 
The tune is something you have 10 hear to 
appreciate. It seems to be slow. but n really 
moves along too and music sounds simple but 
it's effective. The lyrics truly are minimalistic. 
" Life turns/time changes/lost dreams/moon 
changes/now bu~h/now city/eora home/no 
ci ty". That's the first verse. How can you argue 
with that? 
Another example of unusual writing is "The 
Wake of the Medusa": a 'iong wri11en by Jem 
Finer. the group's banjo player. It is sung by 
whistle player Spider Stacy. It's a sort of story· 
tell ing dilly about the fear of the waking of the 
Medusa. Butit 'snotmeanttobescary. h 'sjust 
something to hear 10 amuse oneself. The most 
s triking thing about the song is the sudden 










* Tickets: $12.50 a: $8.50 * 
*Family Night: All Tickets $3 off! 
Children under 12: $2 off 
Groups of 20+: $3 off 
Ll¥JTED CORRAL SEATING AVAilABLE - NO DISCOUNTS 
VISIT ANY AGWAY STORE FOR A $3 COUPON 
GOOD FOR THE FINAL 2 SHOWS! 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT GROUP SAI.FS 
CENTRUM JfX OFFICE ( 50S) 755_6SOO 
- TICKiif~~.snFrr. CMJRUM 
switch to an Arab1an type of melody played on 
fiddle. whistle, and c iuem. A brilliant effect. 
If you yearn for the taste of the semi-exotic 
and ethnic without taxing your brain too much. 
or just want some songs to feel good with after 
a few, then buy th is recording. My calculations 
have rendered it a 89 o ut of I 00. Without a 
doubt, a favorite of mine. 
Katmandu (Epic Records) 
Ray: No one knew anything about this band. 
and we believe that it 's their debut album. They 
turned out to be your basic four man hard rock/ 
metal band. ("man'' bemg conjectural only: the 
gui tarist's name is Mandy and we really 
couldn't conclude anything from the p1cturc in 
the liner notes) The first thing that Mruck me 
was the lead singer·~ voice. At different limes, 
he managed to sound like half a dozen other rock 
vocalists (but primarily those from MSG and 
Slaughter). but never for any long strerch. All>o. 
it sound!> like there's a heavy dO'>C of overlaid 
vocals, pos:.ibly because no one else in the band 
ean sing. 
There's a decent amount of variety. with 
some interesting twi ~ts thrown in here and there 
· notably the humming, bluc1.y intro to "When 
The Rain Comes". which is also one of the be tier 
tunes. Others were an interc~ ting version of 
U2's "God Part II" and the shout-along anthem 
"Ready For the Common Man". The few slow 
songs out oft he twelve (which should hove been 
cut to ten) were pre11y sappy. and several of the 
harder songs were JUSt standard riffola (I heard 
that expression somewhere but can't remembCr 
where). Overall. I'd rate the album a 70 on the 
basis of a few really good songs. Joe? 
Joe: I'm not really sure what to say about 
this album. I agree with Ray in that the lead 
s inger sounds like a bunch of different people 
(the singer for Cinderella also popped into my 
mind). I really can't come to much of n conclu-
sion about this album, except that n's pretty 
much m1ddl1: of the road, and I give it a 60. 
The Knack "Serious Fun" (Charisma 
Record.'l) 
Joe: You remember The Knack. don ' t you? 
Yeah, that 's right, "My Shnrona" about seven or 
eight years ago. Well , they 're buck. and believe 
11 or not. they sound pretty good. The first thing 
that impre sed me was that they had not sold out 
(like Modem English) and remade their one hit 
for their nl!w album. You will not be finding 
"My Sharona" anywhere on this album. What 
you will find is a collection of twelve tunes that 
are suitable for any party selling. well most of 
the songs any way. The e guys just got together 
and decided to have some fun, thus the title. It 
should be noted, I guess. that this album was 
produced by Don Was. who also did the B-521.' 
Cosmic ThifiR album, so you can generally get 
an idea of what the music will probably be like. 
The album ~tarts off With "Rocket 0' Love". 
and well . the first thing you think about thi!> is 
" thi!> would be great for a pany". It'!> not dance 
music, hut is lighthearted and upbent. Then you 
liMen to a couple more songs. and you get to the 
rule track. and then you think " thi& song would 
rtally be great for a party". The Knack throws 
in a couple of slower songs. too. but the pace 
never really ~lockens to a point of total boredom. 
If you're looking for intellectualism in your 
albums, don ' t get this, but if you want to feel 
good. maybe you sho uld pick it up. I give this 
one an 83. 
Ray: " Rocket 0 ' Love" is easily the besr 
'ong on the album. and has been getting decent 
airplay on rock station~. It's got a real grabby 
chorus that i followed by a riff reminiscent of 
"My Sharona", but not enough to be a real rip-
off. It 's JUSt their sty le: lots of harmony and 
some real good party rock. Some of the other 
good songs are ··1 Want Love", "Serious Fun" 
(which seems to borrow its bridge from David 
Bowie '-; "Rebel Rebel"), "Won't Let Go" and 
"Doin' the Dog''. Yes, that's already half the 
album, but there are a lot of good tracks. Noth· 
ing earth-shallering or progress ive, but a good 
album to toss m your tape deck and just have fun 
with. It will probably get lost m with all the 
other W AAF bands but it doesn't deserve to. A~o 
Joe ~aid, they're having fun and don't try to 
pretend that they're doing anythmg else. 
Lyrically the band's alti tude b the same. The 
songs are prcuy much all about partying, love, 
and sex. They've got a tongue-in-chee~ ap-
proach to it. though, in which they manage to 
IO'!S m mentions of Pavlov, Ginsberg, Heming-
way, and Nietsche. If you lis ten to this album. 
jus t switch off your bram and enjoy the ride - I 
give it an 85. 
Wlilee ,.. iatervlew tar pll't ..... wort with UPS, it CDUid ... up to IIDCJIIUIIIellc. pay day! All Plrt-'llmt ..... 
Haadler, eolep !llbldalts beaiiBe elfaM* for up to u,oeG In Tuidoa Rebabu,..... on selected !bifts. and •P to $15,800 
IDSiudentConSenl...oellsonllsldfts! Startinapayis$8-9perhour,andthert'uuretobea~hlfttotltyourdlsssthtdule. 
For lnttnitw ... dlta IDd times .e tbe VPS locadoo nearest .,...RIIIIJUDEIII'IWIIII!pi!!FCIIUI. 





































NEWSPEAK Tuesday March 26, 1991 
WPI Summer Session 
A special term tuition rate of $3000, representin1 approximately a 14 percent 
discount belov the re1ular 1990-91 tera rate of $3496, is available for students 
taking at least one full unit (9 credit hours) of academic vork. This 
represents a discount of about 42 percent on the third course. Additional 
courses are also available at the discounted rate of $670 per course. One 
physical education course may be added at no charge under the special discount 
package; $190 vill be charged for each additional physi cal educat i on course 
thereafter . 
To register, please stop in the Scheduling Office , Boynton Hall, from 9-12 and 
l-4p .m . 
Unit Operations of 





Analytical Mechanics I 




Introduction to Computers 
Introduction to 
Programmmg 
C l?rogramming and the 
UNIX Environment 
Computer Organization and 




Electncal Engineering II 






Signals and Communications 






Introduction to Material 
Science 
lntroducllon to Static 
Systems 
Introduction to Dynarruc 
Systems 
Control Engineering I 
Introduction to CAD 
Introduction to Drama: 
Theatre on the Page 




Independent Shldy and 
Projecta 
SUMMER SESSION COURSE SCHEDULE 
MAY 29 - JULY 19, 1991 
Type Day(s) Time loom 
LEC Tu 
LAB Tu 



























LEC MTWTF 10.10".50 
To be announced 
LEC M1TF 8- 8:50 
LAB W 8-8:50 
LEC MTTF 9- 9:50 
LAB W 9·9:50 
LEC MTTF 10·10:50 
LAB W 10..10:50 
LEC MTTF 10..10:50 
LAB W 10..10:50 
LEC M1TF CJ. 9:50 
LAB W 9-9-.50 
LE~ M1TF 11·11~ 
LAB W 11-11:50 
LEC MTWTF 8- 8:50 
LEC MTWTP 9· 9:50 
LAB MWF 9·1 1:50 
LEC MTWTP 9·9:50 
LEC MTTF 1· 1 :SO 
LAB W 1· 3:50 
LEC M1WTF 8- 8:50 
LEC MTTF 9- 9:50 
LAB W 9·11:50 
LEC M1TF 10..1()-.50 
LAB Tu 1· 3:50 













LEC MTWTF 10..10:50 
LEC MTh 11·11:50 



























































Hl1331 Introduction to the 
History of Science 
Hl2311 American Coloma I 
History 
HI 2314 Amencan HIStory. 
1877-1920 
Hl2315 Til..:Shaping uf I'Ol>t-1 1J21) 
America 
HI-- Independent Study and 
Projects 
MG 1100• Financial Accounting 
MC 1250• l,~rst•MI Finnncc 
MG 2101• Maru~gemenl Accounting 
MG 2260" Investment and Serunty 
Analysis 
MG 2500" Management Science I 
Deterministic Decision 
Models 
MG 3400 Production System Des•gn 
MG 3401 Production Planning and 
Control 
MG 360()• Markehng MaMgement 
MG- Independent Study and 
Projects 
MG 530t Organlzallonal Sc1ence 
MG 570t Computers in Business 
MG 580t Economic Theory 
MA 1003" Calculus Ill 
MA 1004" Calculus IV 
MA 20St • On.iinnry Diff~n:ntial 
Equations 
MA 2011 • Matrices and Lineer 
Algebra I 
MA 26tt• Applied Statistics I 
MA3251/ 
MA SOt• Engmc..••mng Mnthclllilllts 
MA 4291• Applicable Complex 
Variables 
MA 4451" Boundary Value Problems 
ME 3504 Stress Analysis 
ME- Independent Study and 
Projects 
PE 1005 Introduction to L1fet1me 
Sports: Swimmmg. Bowhng. 
Table TeMis, R.lcquetball 
PE 1005 Introduction to L1fet1me 
Sports 
PH 1110 General Phys1cs-Mechanics 
PH 1120 Gencml Physlclo-
Eiectriclty and Magn~hsm 
PH 1130 Introduction to Modern 
Physics 
PH 1140 Oscillations, Waves and 
Optics 
PY- Independent Study nnd 
Projects 
SS 1110 Introductory 
Microeconomics 





















LEC MTTF 10·1050 
LEC MTTF 9· CJ 50 
LEC MTTP 9· 9:50 
LEC MTTF 11·11:50 
To be announced 
LEC TuTh 6:30-9:30 
LEC TuTh 6 ()()..9.00 
LEC MW 6:30-9:30 
LEC MTTF 10-10:50 
LEC MTTF 9· 9.50 
I.F.C M'ITF II· H:~O 
LEC MTTF 9· 9.50 
LEC MTTF 11-11:50 
LEC MTTF '.1· 9.50 
LEC MTTF 10.10:50 
LEC M1TF 11·11:50 
LEC TuTh 10-11:50 
To be announced 
TuTh 1·1:50 
MW 2·2:50 
LEC MTWTF I 0-10:50 
LEC MTWTF 8·11 SO 
LEC MTWTF 9· 9:50 
LEC MTWTF 11·11 ·50 
T<1 be announced 
LEC MTTF 9· 9.50 


































GE 2341• Geology LEC MTuF 1· 1:50 KH 116 
LAB Th 1· 2:50 KH 116 
*Hay be given on an independent study basis if there are ei1ht or fever students 
registered. 
~evening graduate classes vill begin on Hay 20 and end on July 11, 1991 . 
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NEWS 
Changes for San Francisco Project Center 
by Charles Kornik 
Projects Administrator 
The start of 0 -term also sees the start of the 
San Francisco Project "Center''. Twelve WPI 
students have ventured off to San Francisco to 
pursue their IQPs. This is the first time that this 
location has operated as a " project center". 
Professor Dieter Klein (MG), who is now the SF 
Project Center Director, will be in residence as 
the faculty advisor. ln future years, a rotation of 
other interested faculty advisors will be on-site 
to assist students - one per term. Prior to this 
year, a faculty advisor from WPI did not locate 
in SF with the studen ts. A "liaison" was hired to 
secure project proposals. make the housing ar-
rangements, and to generally act on behalf of 
WPI while the students were there. Now, the 
students can benefit from frequent and sched-
uled advising on projects as they progress. 
There can also be more diversified projects 
with different :.ponsors. In the past, all projects 
were done with local hospitals. Since pan o f 
the faculty advisor's role is to solic at project 
opportunities for the following year, expecta-
tions ore that there will be a much broade r 
spectrum of projects for studen-teams to 
choose se from. 
r 
" 
Students who are now in San Franc isco (and 
their projects) are: 
"Clean Water Program" 




"Computers In Clinical Practice" 





''Science Curriculum Development" 
JOIN NEWSPEAK! 
Gain valuable experience in writing, 
photogra~hy, business, and graphics. No 
xperience Necessary!! 
Call 831-5464 or write to box 2700. 
IBMPC-COMP ATIBLETUTORIALSCHEDULEFOR 
TERMD 
All clas!>es are gavcn in the Advanced Document Preparation Lab (ADP). Fuller B 16. from 
I :30pm to 2:30pm on that days mdicated below: 
Tuc Mar 26 Wo rdperfect 5. 1 I 
Wed Mar 27 Wordperfect 5.1 II 
Thu Mar 28 Drawperfect 1.1 I 
Fn Mar 29 Drawperfect 1. 1 II 
T ue Apr 2 PC-DOS I 
Wed Apr 3 PC-DOS n 
Thu Apr 4 PC-DOS Ill 
Tue Apr9 VTEX I 
Wed Apr 10 VTEX II 
Thu Apr II WPI Netwo rk Communacations (inc. Kenni t, Telnet) 
Note: Handouts are available for most o f the classes. If there are any questions . call ext. 5197, 
5016, or 5788. 
THE CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY AT WPI 
19 Schussler Road 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01609 





EVENING MASS - WEDGE - £00EM 
GOOD FRIDAY 
SERVICES AT THE CENTER - LQQ_ .EM 
EASTER SUNDAY 
MASS IN WEDGE 
THE RESURRECTION OF 
THE LORD 
ONLY MASS QN CAMPUS - 11 :30 AM 
There is. .D.Q evening Mass .Qfl this ~ 
SERVING THE COLLEGIATE COMMUNITY 
" 
""" 
ST. GABRIEL SC HOOL 
Kevan Biando 
Frank Braney fil 
James Uz.darwin 
" Hospital Accreditation" 




Arrangements have been made for all stu-
dents to be housed at the University of San 
Franc isco. They will nlso be panlctpating in 
the USF meal-plan and taking advantage of 
their recreational faciliues as well. 
ln future anicles, on-campus projects pro-
grams and near-campus project opponunities 
will be featured. Details of Students ' travels tO 
other off-campus project locations will also be 
included. Humorous anecdotes relayed by stu-
dents returning from any projects program, as 
well as travel hints and project-completion ad-
vice, will be presented whenever possible. 
What is S.A.F.E.? 
A new awareness campaign focused on 
campus safety? Another angle on safe sex? A 
contest to unlock the old upright safe found 
during the Gompei's Place renovation? 
None of the above. S.A.P.E. stands for 
Seniors Aiding Future Engineers. 
Each year a group of seniors initiates a 
campaign to educate fellow seniors about the 
WPI Alumni Fund and to encourage suppon for 
the future of the Institute by making a pledge to 
the Fund. 
This year, pledges made during the S.A.F.E. 
Campaign will be directed toward a spec ific 
purpose on campus- increasing the resources 
available for financial aid. Because three-quar-
ters of our class received some type o f financial 
aid whale 1111ending WPI and becau:.e WPI 
maintaim, a "needs-bltnd" financaal aid policy. 
our Committee fe lt that directing our effons to 
this area would he lp enwre that future WPI 
students receive the same opponunities that we 
have had. 
We know that the Alumni Fund is not fore-
most on the minds of most seniors right now. 
But the Alumni Fund combines with tuition 
dollars and the endowment to provide the pri-
mary sources of income for the College's oper-
ating budget. With more and more of the oper-
ating budget being directed toward student aid, 
a major focus for the Alumni Fund this year has 
been the need for increased financial aid dol-
lars. 
We hope that you ' II JOin the S.A.F.E. Cam-
paign when approached by a member of our 
commiuec . Pledge whatever you can afford -
remember, pledges are not payable until June 
1992. Thanl..s in ad vance. 
The S.A.F.E. Committee 
Announcement of the Commission on 
Residential and Social Life 
In late February Pre~idcnt Jon Strau!>S ap-
pointed o Commis~ion on Re~idential and 
Social Lafe charged w1th conducting a com-
prehen,ivc study of residential and !>OCiaJ life 
at WPI. Part icularcmpha~ is will be placed on 
the role played by fraternities and !>ororities, 
and the devee to whach they reanforce the 
educational mis~ion of the College. 
The Commission is being chaired by Prof. 
Lance Schachterle, Associate Dean of Under-
graduate Studies, and comprises membership 
from the trustees. faculty. s tudents, staff, and 
alumni. 
The Commtl>:.ion wall schedule formal 
hearing!> to solicit input on this tmportant 
subj ect from members of the WPI commu-
nity. and will ultimately recommend specific 
\ teps the Institute can take to help atU\in the 
objectives o f Goal IV of the College'!> Strate-
gac Plan (Enhance the Quality of Life on 
Campus), and at the same time maintain the 
best possible residential and social life for 
studenL'l. 
OPEN MEETING 
Progress Reports from: 
Commission on Multi-Disciplinary 
Research Centers 
Vice Provost, David Cyganski 
Commission on Graduate Education 
Innovation 
Dean Michael Massouh 
Thursday, March 28, 1991 
4:00PM- Newell Hall, Atwater 
Kent 




Alpha Phi Omega 
Hello Folks!!! Time once again for Club 
Comer news and etc. Hosted by cute and lov-
able ME! First of all. WELCOME BACK 
CElT A!!! We missed you. Goodbyes to our 
LondoniQPers, Keith and Kim. Well. it's 0-
tenn and the Only thing I can say is-NO 
MORE CONCLAVE-YAY!! Four stars 10 Bil 
andhiscomminu. Forlhoseofyouwhomissed 
it, we had about 180 people come to visit. Even 
though it was rainy, we still had a great time. 
The pany was super-cool, the dance was 
groovy, Family Fued wa.~ awesome, and the 
meetings .... weremeetings. Now let'scheck this 
week's list of upcoming events ... 
UMOC - Voting from April 22-26. Ques-
tion, see Sylvia or Rich. 
BLOOD DRJVE - Sign-ups from March 27 
to April 2. I 0:30 until I :30. Drive on April 3, 
I 1-5. Want more info? Ask Michelle. 
FARM VISIT - This is on April 6. Only 12 
persons can anend. See Michelle for details. 
Conclave is hen, but by the time you read 
this it will be gone. Hope everyone had a great 
break!! Broke my first btade-Yey!! And it 
didn' t kill anyone. Hi, Snoopy!- Yoor little 
brother. Hey, Ed, you almost started the meet-
ing on time. Rob, love thai hat!! When are we 
going to have another patty so Keilb can wear 
more ties on his head?! Women's lacrosse is on 
its way! Heidi, do you have your pocketbook? 
Hi, Where's my newslener'l Hi! wheres my 
new sweater? I have nothing to say. Hope ev-
eryone had a good break, Hope I had a good 
break. Who paid for the band we bought at the 
servan1 auction??? Chad's going to be my 
sister!! I feel wannly to you?! APO soflballl! 
Hey linle brother Ben! Hi Jennifa- Big Bro. 
Con you say Rubilee-boo-boo-boo? Kevin-
lickle. Any more GOSSIP?? Hi Scotl, Love big 
bro. I got number 55 I (with a bullet, I was 723 
last year) UNLV! (I don '1 need lo say anylhing 
else) BB's treat&hoseLB'sright!! So,Cetlatell 
us more aboul &he men tn Ireland. John Buhl. 
Will you EVER make ini&ial contact? Dave -
How's that babe from Conclave? Jill isn't it? 
Conclave was awesome. H.B is awesome!! 
Welcome back Ceuo!! Are you a IUnle? Con-
tact has been made!! (Thank You) WHere·., my 
brg brother?? Who cares if you're :1 1unle?? 
THe rest of W> Tunl~. Jill 1urned cold. very 
cold ... C'est Ia vie. Snrff. Smff ... hns anyone 
seen my roomre?? Iii Cetta! I'm back. Tanu-
l:urng. tempting and 21! Jrll wound up with &he 
guy who barfed on my noor. By &he way guy!>. 
thanks for the mail! ! P.S. Happy Belated Sinh-
day 10: Sean Moore. Brll Kattman, Krm Block. 
and, of course, Ed Boochie. 
That i~ finally all for now. See Ya 
La&er .... ME 
SPRING BLOOD DRIVE 
APO news release-Thrs week I he Omi-
cron lour chapler of Alpha Phi Omega an-
nounced &he doaes for its annual blood drive. 
This year the sign-ups will be held in &he 
Danrcl's entrance way. They will begin on 
March 27 and continue lhrough April 2 from 
I 0:30am to I :30pm. The blood drive is on 
Wednesday. April 3 fonn II :OOom to 5:00pm. 
All members of1he WPI community are encour-
aged to participale. All types of blood are 
needed. and remember. you cannot get AJDS 
from giving blood. 
Association or Computer MJKhjnery 
Welcome back everyone, even those who 
didn't get to go to Aorida. 
During the break. ACM sent a learn of tal-
ented programmers 10 a local programming 
contesl, and we placed third, despile having an 
incomplete team! Congratulations to all thai 
went! 
ACM just got a new bulle& in board where all 
ACM news and activ i&ies will be posled. It is at 
the bonom o f I he stairs in Fuller Labs, on your 
righl as you enter B I 7. For the latest in ACM 
news, check there first! 
There will be a tour of Digital Equipmen& 
Corporal ion on Wednesday. March 27th. To get 
signed up or for more infoaboul the tour, contac1 
Mike Saein at 755-4139 or 01 mjs@wpi. 
Scheme and Pascal help sessions are being 
held agarn this 1enn, starting thrs week. The 
times will be posted on the doors of Btl and 
817, the labs they will be held rn 
TheCS BBQwrll be on April 17orr&heFuller 
Labs " Bakony" All CS maJors and fa<.ulty are 
welcome 10 come and enjoy hot dogs, hamburg-
ers. chrp~. ~oda. and the (hopefuJJy) warm 
l>pring day' 
Chri.,lian Bibl4! fello~ship 
Welcome back' Hope break wa' rclurng. 
We have an exchrng 1enn planned includrng a 
(Lack of) Tatem Night and a WPI alumm. now 
ml\~ronory. We were looking at Je'>u' ChriM 
and the Bible lhe\C pa,llcnn'> bul you're won-
denng " I ~ God relevant to my life? Wha1 about 
... ... ... .. \' 
NEWSPEAK Tuesday March 26, 1991 
where the rubber mecls &he road? 
This 1erm we ' ll look a1 how having a per-
sonal relotionshrp wi&h God through Jesus 
Christ has 1ransfonned peoples' hves- some are 
celebrities, bul all are ordinary people jus& like 
you and me. The followrng is Dodger's prtcher 
Ore I Hershiscr's tes&imony of how he became a 
Christian: 
There are moments in baseball when the 
game can 1um on one swing of the bal, one patch, 
one catch. There were enough moments like 
that for me in &he 1988 season to cover a career. 
In fact, I sometimes wonder if ' 88 was a dream. 
To know what really makes me tick today . let 
me highligh1 cenain memories 1ha1 may shed 
some lighl on who I am now. 
At 8 years old, I was the local Personna 
Baseball contest and wen110 the finals at Yan-
kee Stadium. II was there I decided to be a big 
league baseball player. 
Next when I look back over my minor league 
career, a jumble of impressions hit me. Butch 
Wickensheimer was a teammate at the Clinton, 
Iowa class A club. He intrigued me. When the 
rest of us were having a good time. he was 
relaxing, reading his Bible, staying sober. 
I had a Bible. It was in the bottom drawe.r of 
my dresser al home, where it had been all of my 
life. I believed in God and Adam and Eve and 
heaven. People went to heaven if they were 
good. 
When I asked. Butch would explain whal the 
Bible said about heaven. Good people don't go 
there. Forgiven people do. I was a sinner, just 
like everybody else. The only perfect person 
was Jesus, and He had taken the punishment for 
sin. The only way to God was through Jesus. 
You had to receive Him, make Him your Savior. 
''Where does it soy &hal?" I asked. 
"John 14:6 and Ephesians 2:8 and 9,'' said 
Bu&ch. 
When no one was around I looked up &hose 
verses. Sure enough. thai's whalthey said. 
Bulch and I were selcc&ed for &he Arizona 
lnstruclional League. Out &here I qui1.zed him 
more. His an!twers always came from &he Bible. 
Finally I realized I had todo\omc&hingoboul 
my ~in problem in Roman' l:23. One Scp&em-
ber mght rn &he ho&el room. I wa., reading &he 
Bible a gam. My mrnd wa, mcmg. Do I bchevc 
whn11he B1ble '>3) ..,.! Y e~. That all hove srnncd'? 
Yes. Thai nothing lcondocan,aveme from my 
l>ins? Ye.\. &har Jc'u~drd 11311 forme and &hal He 
rs the only way to God? Yc,. Do I wantlo be u 
Chri'ttian? 
I knell be\ldC the bed I figured God would 
under:.tand if I JU'>I &old llrm what \\~1'> on my 
mrnd. I 'tOrd "God. I don'& know every&hrng 
about You. Bull J...now I'm a \rnncr and I know 
t!'lal I won11o be forg1ven. I know I wont Chris& 
in my life. and I wam&o go 10 heaven. I wamlo 
become a Chmlian. Wllh &hal. I uccepl You. 
Amen:· 
How do I know Jesu~ Chri~t i~ real '? Because 
He realigned my moaive,. My mind wn~ re-
newed because now I wanted 10 do who& He 
wan led me to do. My morive~ were righr. I was 
free 10 enjoy my pllchrng ro&hcr &han be fru'>-
&roted by i1. 
Lens and Lights 
Hi people. I'm back again ... I heard good 
things about the lighting for The Real Inspector 
Hound. No1 bad at all. I Keep 11 up! I As for the 
Ramrod beer al the cas& pany, exac&ly who 
finished il om 
Guess wha&!!! We have a big name show 
coming in this term ... Believe 11 or not! Yessir-
ree, Bobcal Goldthwait. Crews will be limi&ed 
so if you're intercs&ed saan asking about 11 now. 
People, people we need people! Grab 'em off 
the street Steal ·em from your local grocery 
store. Kidnap 'emfromTheo's. Hypnotize'em 
during your weekly card game. Bribe 'em. Sue 
'em. Tickle 'em ... ? Drummey give 'em back 
rubs! Tell ·em abour your lovely experiences 
wi&h working for Dana Carvey and 10000 
Maniacs concen!>, 0 -Posilive and 'rKR pub 
shows, Ma'lque produc&ions. Jnmes Mapes 
hypnotisms, Battle of &he Bands. Soccomm 
movies like TMNT and ToHII Recall. Assump-
tion and Holy Cros~ gigs ... and on &he list goes. 
And if they are a& all impressed a1 what you've 
done, drag 'em 10 the next mce&ing (3/20). 
Ok, I've finished my rccrui1men1 speech (for 
now a1 least)... And ye~. rhe new officer:. ore 
defini&cly and officially new officers. 1 finally J 
Start lhinking abou11he upcomrng grea1 auempt 
at movmg EVERYTHING rn the offrce ... and 
we jus& cleaned the \helve,.. nul\ I J...ncw we 
should've walled' Til larcr. anva!! 
Outing Club 
Thr'> i~ for anyone who cnJO)'" brktng. hrk-
rng. canoerng, cnvrng. chmhrng and hor.eback 
nding. We will be running one 1r1p per weekend 
(during D-term) tncluding one of evcry&hrng on 
the lis& of above. If you wan& more \pcdfit: 
infonna&ion come 10 our mceung,, (every 
Wedne'i.day or 7:00pm 1n lliggim. 224) or con-
tacl Chris Evereu. Bolt 393. 
Residence Hall Council 
The scent of incense weighed heavily in &he 
air as we discussed proposals for daka and the 
logistics for the acaivities day we are planning 
when. without warning. our sacrificial a har 
spontaneously combus&ed, taking wilh it the 
offerings we had planned to presenl 10 &he gods 
at the end of our meeting/ceremony. The image 
of a goat's head appeared within &he flames and 
spoke to us all while spauering &he mem~rs 
wi&h see&hing rivulets of blood which rolled 
across his longue as fluidly as his words. The 
message was simple and direct: our new meet-
ing lime is Monday at4:30 (starting on &he 25th) 
and at this meeting we will accepl nominations 
for treasurer, secrelary, and housing liaison. 
Elections will be held on April 1st (how pro-
phelic). Remember you must sacrifice a soul, 
not necessarily your own, in order to transcend 
the 7 planes of time. I hope to see you yesterday. 
Rugby Club 
Welcome back,the spring season is looking 
great with many new members going out for the 
team. Interested in joining. practices are 
M.T,Th meeting in front of Alumni Gym at 
4: 15. The team now has two new coaches from 
the Worcester Men's Club are helping us out 
(one happens to be a WPI graduale.) Upcoming 
game on the 30th against U. Lowell. Come 
watch the game and become the few, the proud, 
the WPI Rugby team speclators. On another 
nole the newly fonned women's team is also 
going strong, practice is on Wednesday 's a1 
4:30 in front of Alumni Gym. More players are 
welcome. If you are intcres&ed injoiningorhave 
any questions call Greg Link 797-0894 or G reg 
A visa 756-1675. 
Science fiction Society 
Oh my God. il's an ac&ual SFS column!!! 
Yeah, yeah. I'm writing them again. (The 
donul$ were whal convmced me.) KOOSH-
The opiate of the ma<,c;es. CHAOS BE 
DAMNED mn last week and wa ... very \UCcCS\-
ful. Congrats 10 Kelli and Kevin forc;uch a qu1ck 
&urn around lime on &he o;econd game. The SFS 
sale wen& great and made SSS (a good ponron of 
whrch was mine - coooool T--;hrm and vrd-
eo\). Lea' -; keep up the good work. 
Pa) your dues. 
Upcoming event\ include TilE 
WESTING(house) GAME. Another Ros<,ran 
live role playing game that h heavy on hvc role 
playing. Those who arc playing know who you 
arc. 
Until next week - Durnn &he chao~ - full 
~peed ahead. 
Society of Women Engineers 
SWE's first mee1ingof1he term will be nel<. 
week on Tucl.day. April 2 01 8:00pm in Newell 
Hall (AK 116). Please pencil it into your calen-
der! II has come 10 &he officer's oucnrion thai 
business mce&ings hove been running 100 long. 
Therefore, next Tuesday 's mee&ing will 
promp1ly begin a1 8:00pm and end a1 8:30 -
promise! 
Newsflash: Plans are in the makmg 10 bring 
a NASA astronaut to speak 10 WPI s&uden&s 
soon. 
Sue Moser and Terri Cordeiro have com-
pleted the 1991 Region F Student Conference 
bid package (all 40 page of i&!). We are confi-
dentthat the bid was exccllcnl - let 's cross our 
fingers &hal WPI will be the next hos1 for the 
conference. ~ 
Oahcr i&cm~ 10 be discu.'ised a1 the mechng 
are: possible GE speaker. outreach program. 
apprecrotion ceremony. and newly formed 
commiuee meeting. 
If there are any quesaions. comments or 
concern about SWE, please call Terri a1 756-
6575 or write to her at WPffiox 585. SWE 
wi hes all its members a successful D-term! 
Students for Social Awareness 
I 'm jus& whipping this one out this week, so 
il promises 10 be blessedly shon ... 
News of lhe week: Election of new officers. 
All he next meeting, we we will be electing four 
new officers: Facilitator, Publicist, Treasurer, 
and Propagandist. The revised constitution will 
also be discussed. 
Last week: Brealc! So no Nosephreak col-
umns for me to wri&e. Not. many people showed 
up for the grand kickoff D-lerm meeting. 
What's the matter. scared of the slee&? 
Big news: Come one, come all next Thurs-
day, at 7:00 PM to SL 105 to hear our first 
speaker of the New World Order, Dr. Nilt 
Kildahl. Dr. Kildahls Inorganic Environmental 
Chemistry lecture promises to be very interest-
ing. 
Question-0-the-Week: What is your favor-
ile lubricant? Responses: Joe Caproni, Non-
oxynol-9. 
Quote-0-the-Week: For best results, remove 
cap. Found on a bottle of Nabisco Easy Cheez. 
WPJ Factl.et of the week: The Fuller Labs 
Elevator Cenification is four months expired. 
Hmmm. Maybe someone who works here 
should check into thai ... 
With Jndiference (in memory of H-day). 
S&ephe 
Vegetar ian Society 
MEETrNG: TUESDAY, MARCH 26&h 
7:00pm. SALISBURY LOUNGE 
PLEASE COME 
We will be discussing ideas for D-1enn ac-
IJvllrcs such as participation in &he Worces&er 
Communi1y Peace Fair. Earth Day. helping &he 
home lew •• and other exci&ing things. PLEASE 
COME!! 
Women's Crew Te2m 
Well il ;., a new spring sell!>on and we're 
lookrng for new members to revrtalia I he learn. 
If you've never played a l>pon before. or ready 
for somerhing comple&ely differen& TRY 
CREW! NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY! If 
il has been a long win&cr full of midnight de~!>en 
brngcs. come and Join the WOMEN'S CREW 
TEAM and work off thai extra faa wnile reciev-
rng a complelc aerobic workoul! BEGINNERS 
AND PAST RECRUITS ARE WELCOME! 
Become pari of a great team and get your body 
into terrific shape for &he summer! 
If you· d like to be in charge ofswea&y women 
and have a very loud/commanding voice, we 
need you to be a COXSWAIN! NO EXPERI-
ENCE NECESSARY, MALE/FEMALE 
WELCOME! 
Well hello everybody ... the spring season is 
here again and we "re ready for i1 with Darlene 
and Marcy. I'm not sure when our races arc, bul 
I'm preuy sure they start with the fJISI weekend 
in April. The~hells (varsity Jackets) are coming 
in around the end of March so have those checks 
ready! Not much news ye& ... Loan will becoxing 
varsity again and I'm not sure if Kevin will be 
with us. Kris is defina&ely rowing so that 
should be quite a sight. SEE YOU ALL ON 
THE WATER. 
APARTMENTS 
61 No Ashland St 
3 BEDROOMS 
Incl. Stove & Refrigerator 
Convenient Location 
WALK TO TECH 
$600/mo 
(near Acapulco) 
1 07 Highland St 
4-5 BEDROOMS 
Heat, Stove, Refrigerator 
included 
Can accomodate 4-5 




CALL 757-4487 after 4 PM 
Tuesday March 26, 1991 
GREEK CORNER 
Alpha C hi Rho 
Hello everyone and welcome to 
another ediuon of the AX P greeJ.. cor-
ner. Fmil orr. we've been reCeiving 
cull from women nero '> the globe 
who met Spring Breakm' Crows and 
are begging for more. Funny though. 
this o ld Daytona babe keep'! asking for 
one (or both) of the Lem/Woodsy 
pseudo-Rorneos. Hey lady. you've got 
the wrong number! The Canadian 
Foursome of FaiJ... Schiller. McCon-
ne ll and Daly arc now renown for their 
apprecinuon of the fine an of dance. 
Happy 2 1 stto Dan Falk... Congrmula-
tions to The Donks (Gerry. Schiller & 
Trona) for their semitinal College 
Bowl effon before bowing out to the 
eventual champ1ons. (The 140-0 
halftime lead over The ta Chi was the 
result of the Coke that Gerry had just 
before the match.) 
Hey hey! Good JOb POL for win-
ning the Bahama Bob'!> Hula Contest! 
Have fu n with your pnze.. a trip to 
Cancun! (We knew you didn't have a 
job). It looks like soccer goalie De-
lorey finally has a goall> again51 avg. 
that's lower than h1s GPA! Other 
award~ thil> week go to Bonehead/Par-
lier Eck "I've got a tool that can fix 
anything", and the Dueling Duo of 
Geoffrey and Walt. The Paintball War 
Vets are now home. and they had a 
good time. Great debut Rob for the 
fi rst pany ol his Social Officer career. 
Don' t worry, th ings will gel easier 
once the Nib Project is done. Oops!. 
we ' II have another social ofl1cr before 
then! 
And hey. it didn't get said last term. 
but Pane knows women's clothing. 
That's all folk!>! 
Alpha Gamma Delta 
Whew! What a week we JUM had 
huh? I'm glad we all made it through. 
Now. finally we can \CHic down to a 
nice relaxmg 0 -term and look forward 
to all the act1v1tie!> we have planned 
this spring. Welcome back Chen and 
Melissa. We m1ssed you guys so 
much! ( I think Maximo mi ses you 
more though!) 
Congratulat ions to Pam, Yee, Jane, 
Dayna, Jen K. Chris F. Karen D. Sue D. 
Kt\fen F, Tara, Carla. Nikki. Mary, 
Hollybeth. Brenda, Chris R, Meredith. 
Sue M. K1m, Lynn, Jen L. Welcome to 
s1Mert1ood girls! Did you have fun la'>t 
week? I hope so - I bet you created lots 
of great memories for year!. to come 
We love you all very much! Beth, 
you're included in that too! Your day 1s 
not far off e1ther. 
Do you feel stressed'! Do people 
aggravate you so much sometimes you 
just want to kill ·em? Are you out of 
shape? Do you like fu n? PLAY 
RUGBY!! 
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta 
are proud 10 announce ... 
1991 Initiates 
Pamela Ann Peterson 
Yee-Fung Tjie 
Jane Marie Weddleton 
Dayna Elizabeth Comess 
Jennifer Ann Keenan 
Christine Marie Fillion 
Karen Marie Daly 
Susan Elaine Daly 
Karen Lee Fessenden 
Tara Lynne McHugh 
Carla Noel Rumazza 
Nico1e Marie SenosJ.. 
Mary Elizabeth Auger 
Hollybeth Normandin 
Brenda Jean Yagmin 
Christine Yvonne Rauh 
Meredith Ann Cupples 
Susan Marie Mocku'i 
Kim Hee Mill in 
Lynn Ann Marzano 
Jennifer Tara Lord 
Congratulations. W E LOVE 
YOU!! 
Alpha Tau O mega 
Congratulations 10 the new brothers 
of ATO: Bill Barnes, Cory Belden, Bill 
Blanchard . Andy Borsman, Troy 
Dayon, Rick Dubois, John Harrington. 
Chris Leaver. Ted Mason. Pat M1ller. 
Tome Mitchell, Pat O'Donnell. Dave 
Waller. and Kevin Worden. I think 
everyone would like to thank Mac and 
Skigs for a job well done. but they· rc 
finding it difficult to give Mac a com-
pliment. Thanks go out to the out-of-
house brothers for their help and . up-
pon. It wouldn't have been the same 
wuhout you. Sorry Mitch, Sug is the 
true champ. 
Now for serious business. I apolo-
gize for busting on Grimm in the last 
NEWSPEAK 
anicle. The new an\ improved "Greek 
God" has won my respect and many 
other;. That once called fa t piece of 
tra\h is now slim and trim. He now 
admit<> he i'l m love w1th h1mself and 
doe\ not need Cheryl anymore for that 
rea<;on. Please forgive me. Micheal. 
Phi Sigma Sigma 
Good morning. girls! Welcome to 
my la<;t grand performance! Hope 
everyone had an awesome break, al-
though I haven' t seen a tan that can 
beat Danielle L. '~o yet! 
We have tons o'stuff coming up in 
the tinal tenn of this action packed 
year. Get psyched to hear Mrs. Bias 
talk on April 3rd. and don't miss our 
very own Professer Vassallo at the 
Leadershipo Conference. We have a 
very imponant Panhel meeting coming 
up, so ~how up to give your input as to 
next year's ru 'ih rules. 
The Phi Sig Sig Ooor hockey team 
looks good o,o far. let's just keep show-
ing up. a t least until we play Slg Ep! 
Remember. we need 10 practice be-
cause we're going to kicJ.. some ape 
bun 1h1s year! A quick reminder that 
tbh week's meeung il. formal. and 
bring u buckforthe dollar rafne! Also. 
a qu1ck note of veritication to Profes-
!>Or Bullock that Tori and Deb really do 
have a game! 
In the personal in my final week. we 
have extra special hello 10 Dara and the 
boys at A TO. Other special hellos go 
to Johanna. Crust man. Donna. Jcn. and 
Christy (all oflhem!) and Jeanette! Get 
properly pumped up, and remember. 
you ~houldn't neglect your gums! 
LITP. 
Sigma 1'1 
Welcome to Drunk-Term 91. 
Spring Break hover and all the Nonh-
emer.. are 'iponing thelr\unbums. The 
V1rgin Island crew had a great time as 
you can tell by the pictures of Tooz 
showing off h1~ gut on Lhe beach. The 
term was SHined off right the first 
weekend back w1th Drink-fest 91 . A 
few die-hard drinkers lasted the week-
end but most were killed by the tap. 
Along with the stan of 0-term comes 
D·term intermural spons. We should 
have a strong showing. A-t.eam soft-
ball, soccer and noor hockey are look-
ing pretty good. If K-nard could fix up 
a schedule maybe we could play a 
game or two. 
Seems liJ..e Tavares and AVI'>a now 
share a new bond and now JOin a large 
group of other brother-.. Dw1gh1. I 
gues!. you like Cr:uy Sex now. 100. 
Rumor has 11 that DnnHe!>t II is com-
mg at the end of Olterm! And ye!. , the 
maggots still suck. That 's about 11 
from the Pi. see you at Clambake. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
The brothers of Tau Kappa Eps1lon 
welcome everyone back from break. 
Our house is again open for another 
seven-weeks wonh of good times. 
During those seven weeks. we will be 
,having five more freshmen. who 
signed their bids last week. become 
member!> of our brolherhood. Con-
gratulations! 
It seems to be without fail1hat every 
time there b a breaJ... somethmg at the 
house get~ improved. Thi' time, we 
would like to thank Ma and Pa Barren 
fortheirout!>tandingjobon the bar - n 's 
great. 
Last week w~ pretty well balanced. 
I'd say. I have never seen so many 
people do spon~. study and then fim\h 
it off by running around 111 sheets on a 
slippery Ooor With mU\IC bJa\tmg in 
their eat<~ and a bunch of tickets mtheir 
hands. We mu-.t definately have more 
of those. Hosi. 
Back to the spom. our soccer teams 
have done absolutely fantru.tic so far. 
with two victories with scores of 5-3 
and 5-1. Guys. it's time to take some 
couches out to those games. There b 
plenty of :.pace and we have plenty of 
couches. Meanwhile. the track and 
hocJ..ey team~o are not far behind, keep 
it up. 
Well, that about doe'> 11. Have an 
awesome D-term and don' t forget that 
the b1ggest pany of the year i' commg 
up. Remember. TKE The Time is 
NOW. 
Theta Chi 
Fir..t off we'd hke to welcome eve-
rybody bacJ.. from a relaxing break. 
Montezuma's revenge stnJ..es the Can-
cun maggots. Hendu is now off his 
liquid diet. Congratulations 10 our 
newly elected executive officers: 
President - Andrew Hoyen 
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Vice President - Alex Thorpe 
Secretary - John Adams 
Treasurer - Chris Sparages 
Pledge Marshall - Keith Nevins 
Ru~h Chwrman- Man Friend 
Activities - Nick DiRico 
Kilchen Steward - KJ. Narva 
Project Manager- Jeff Labreque 
Social Chairman - Jeff Smith 
Con grab 10 all our other officers in 
the house. especial ly 10 our new House 
Mother Phil Marks. Now that we have 
the lead in the Spons Cup there will be 
no turning back. Spring Training has 
already begun. DiRico. get your g love 
down! Nice poke Sumo, you 
should;ve seen it! Callahan repons to 
camp in stellar shape with an even 
quicker bat and more range at the Stop. 
Dinga is still a hold-out, with the arbi-
tration process Mill in the works, see ya 
on the pine Dingbat. Supczak has 
apparent ly disappeared a Ia Rick 
Leach of the Blue Jays. Stas is DH 
bound, he ain't got the wheels. The 
biggest surpri eat camp this year is the 
Sped Rawling story. After a disap-
pointing 1990 campaign he has beefed 
up and with winter workouts with Wah 
Hnniak his bat 1s Boggsish. Hockey's 
okay but l>OCcer is for lo ers. 
Happy 21sts to Dave Fonin, Brian 
Coller and Jim Daigle. I'd mention 
John Adams but he's on Co-op and 
plu~ he's from Whode Island. To some 
22 year olds it isn't enough 10 have an 
J.D .. you h:we to look like a big boy. 
Tate and Barry! Skippy digs new 
dumpsters. Another coup may be in 
the works, threatening notes have been 
randomly discovered signed by "the 
Sons of Marinh Carey." Roof panics 
are m fu ll swing for D·term. Sorry 
Georgetown fans. nice try. It'!. real 
neat how other houses have fruit punch 
and pink lemonade and we get apple 
juice and other bogus liquids. Too bad 
our !.leech Kitchen Steward won't 
spend any money. He will be dealt 
Wllh .,everely. Perullo. all yap. no 
action! Too bad your roommate Tony 
IS the exact opposite. Hoyen, teach me 
how to use rny eyes. The bet is offi-
cially off!!! Coyle. ah Duh Don Juan. 
not. TaJ... quit searing off girls at Warm 
Dorms. Sammy how's your truck? 
Tucker's visit, Oompa 'solder brother. 
thmk about it. 
Special Apple . 
.computer Purchase 
Attention students,faculty and staff of Worcester Polytechnic Institute ... 
Now you may purchase Apple• Macintosh• computers at special educational prices through the Higher 
Education Purchase Program D (HEPP D) available to you from Apple Computer, Inc., UNICOM/ 
MicroAge, your supporting authorized Apple computer dealer and Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
To qualify for this program, you must be a degree-seeking student 
currently enrolled in a minimum of two-thirds units per tenn at WPI, or 
a full-time faculty or full-time staff member of WPI. 
Now is the time to IIJke advanlllge of these terrific prices! 
' For further information on products and pricing or to 
place an order, please contact Arline Koontz at the 
Office of Academic Computing, (508) 831-5194. 
Macintosh Product Show 
Wednesday, April3, 1991 
9:00 am to 2:00 PIJl 
The Wedge 
.. 
Apple, Apple logo lnd MK:lnloth are rqillen!d lnlde.marb ol Apple Computer, Inc. 
•, 
-
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OFFICE OF HOUSING AND RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
ANNOUNCES THE FOLLOWING STUDENT 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES: 
FULL-TIME SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!!! 
Position: Application Deadline: 
OFFICE ASSISTANTS March 29, 1991 
April 5, 1991 
April 12, 1991 
SUMMER CREW SUPERVISORS 
SUMMER CREW WORKERS 
. 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS and APPLICATIONS 
are available from 
the OFFICE of HOUSING and RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
1991 - 1992 SNaP (Security Night Patrol) STAFF POSITIONS 
5 - 1 0 positions available 
Application Deadline is April 3 , 1991 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS and APPLICATIONS 
are available from 
the OFFICE of HOUSING and RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
Tuesday March 26, 1991 NEWSPEAK Page 19 
CLASSIFIEDS 
See the~e classificds for info on the just-
completed Thin Red Line tapc ... over 30 
songs. And we finished it time for John and 
Dave to cat supper. Pete and Troy wutched 
Star Trek (the Next Generation). Good 
episode, too. 
SAILING CLUB - important meeting! 
All interested must attend. Tuesday March 
26th, 7:30pm in Salibury Hall 204. 
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
- $1000 in just one week. Eam up to $1 000 
for your campus organization. Plus a 
chance at $5000 more! This program 
works! No investment needed. Call 1-800-
932-0528 Ext. 50. 
Remember, Wednesday. Vote for Joe 
Parker for At-Large Senator. h 's good for 
you. 
APARTMENTS - 3 & 4 bedroom avail-
able for 9 1-92. Right on the edge of cam-
pus. Spacious, partially furnished. laun-
dry, parking. CaJI today for appointment to 
ee. 792-0049. 
It won't get no Grammy ... but who cares 
about that. For your perional Thm Red 
Line 30+ song cassene send two 90 mmute 
blank tapes to Box 844 (Maxell XLII or 
TDK SA 90 for best quality ... and I didn't 
get paid to say that) 
A big point of personal privi ledge to all 
my fellow delegates of HNMUN. I had a 
blast!! Go Ukraine!! 3 wink<> for my J.C. 
"Last year, at tbe Hague ... " 
Pete Jenkins, recording engineer. 
mixdown master, and curator of the 
Chicken Shaker , says "send two 90 min-
ute blank tapes to Box 844 for your free 
copy of the TRL collection'' Mr. Jenkins 
recommends, for increased listening pleas-
ure. Maxell XLll and TDK SA90 tapes. 
FOR RENT: 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENT OFF HIGHLAND STREET. $500 
Call 835-2806 
$EASY MONEY!!! I will pay $25 for 
your phone book. Call Lee Ramsey collect 
at: (6 15) 577-7237. 
Dig it... Thin Red Line 30+ song cassette 
ready .... slice and dice. super mix so 
nice ... end two 90 minute blank tapes to 
Box 844 ... for bel>t fidelity, Maxell XLII or 
TDK SA90tapcs are highly recommended. 
Mastered in dbx too! 
Apartment for Rent - Dean St. (near 
Tech) - 1-2 Bedroom apt. includes heat. 
electricity and hot water, with parking, 
appliance and coin-op laundry. Available 
for next school year. $450 - $660/momh. 
793-1773. 
Don't be late for class! TWO BED-
ROOM APARTM ENT 152 WEST ST. 
$500 INCLUDES HEAT. HURRY UP!! 
CALL 835-2806 
THIN RED LINE tapes ready for mass 
distribution ... send two 90 minute blank 
tapes (Maxell XLII or TDK SA90 recom-
mended) to Box 844. All the original hits 
by the original artists. 
Single family home with 4 bedrooms 
avail. for rent next year. two blocks from 
WPI. Offstrcet parking. $880/month. 4 or 
5 people. 792-5539. 
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS: 
ADMISSIONS INTERN POSITIONS 
OPEN FOR 1990-91. Position include!> 
assisting Admisl>ions staff with high school 
college nights, campus tours and on-cam-
pus program~> for prospective students. If 
interested, please contact Lori Dow 
(x5286). Application deadline is f.r.ktu!. 
April 12. 1921. 
SEE DICK STEAL. SEE DICK 
APOLOGIZE. SEE DICK APPOINTED 
R.A. DON'T BE A DICK 
ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 199 1-
1992. Quiet. firsi floor, 3 bedroom apt. on 
comer of Fruit St. and Dayton. Large 
kitchen and living room. New bathroom. 
Call Peter or John at 791-3649. 
THIN RED LINE presents over 30 
songs for yer listening pleasure. Send two 
90 blank minute tapes (TDK SA90 or 
Maxell XLII 90 preferred) to Box 844. 
Includes the complete song set to the "The 
Plan". Members of the "TRL Mile High 
Club" will receive a free hot tub with each 
caso,ette copy. Includes installation. 
Do you have que~tions about AIDS? 
Call the AIDS HOTLINE756-5532. Spon-
sored by AIDS Project Worce!>ter. 
If you don't vote for Joe Parker for At-
Large Senator, you may be sorry ... 
WANTED: ADMISSIONS TOUR 
GUIDES FOR 1990-91. Gaincommunica-
tionskills while meeting people and having 
fun! Applications are available in the 
Admissions Office, I st floor Boynton, and 
must be submitted by Friday. April 12. 
1291. Preference given to students eligible 
for work/study. 
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES AND 
JUNIORS - RENT A THREE DECKER 
WITH ALL YOUR FRIENDS. THREE 
APTS. 12 BEDROOMS- THE BUILD-
ING HAS BEEN TOTALLY REHAB -
NEW ELECTRICAL - NEW BATH-
ROOM AND KITCHENS- OFF HIGH-
LAND ST. CALL 835-2806. 
Hey. I wonder what happened to the guy 
who stole the goats head! Oh Yeah, He's 
now an R.A. 
Last reminder ... Vote for Joe Parker(for 
At-Large Senator in case you missed the 
others!} 
r--------------------------, Newsf1uk w;ll run dasStfoedt tree lot •'• WPI51udenlS lac:ulty. and s!aH Free ctaSSA•teds ere hmlted to ao< (6) Iones. Ada 
ot a c:omrneroal r\811Ka and adS Jonoet than lllllones must be paid lor altl'oe olf campus!commetaal rate ol $3 00 tor the tnl II• line• 
and 50 centS per 8dd~oonal w 
Classol..S ~ must be paid to< "' advanc. 
No inlorma11on which. 111 the op.-. ot the HewspHII ecfllo<s, woulclldan~ly en lnciMdualto the c:ommunoty wol be pmtlld 
in a perSON! ad The 8d•IOB rH41<'oa the nQ!Itto rejuse any 8d deemed to be"' bid tuta or many ads mwn one group or indMc:IUII 
on one WbJe<:1 
The dQadllfle lor ads Is noon on the Fnday before pul)ltcalton 
AI daSSIIoed ads must be on ondMdual lhHIS ol paper and muSI be aocompanJed Dy the wrot8(a name. address and phone 
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Name __________________________ Phone ____________ _ 
Address Total Enclosed$ __ _ 
Allow only 30 characters per line 
L--------------------------~ 
Selection of the 1991-1992 Residence Hall Staff is completed. Please join the Office of 
Housing and Residential Life in congratulating next year's staff! 
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POLICE LOG 
Monday, February 18,1991 What's Happening 
8:46pm - MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Call reponing tudent with head inJury in Alumni Gym. 
Office,-.; and EMS on ..cene, pen.on treated and released. 
Wednesday, February 20, 1991 
8:51pm - MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Student requesting transport to hospital. Officer re~ponds 
student transported to hospital. 
Friday, February 22, 1991 
4:08pm - MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Officers respond to Daniels Hall for student with cut. Officer 
transpons lijudent to hospital. 
Sunday, February 24, 1991 
I :40am - LOUD PARTY: Report of loud pany in Fuller apartments. Officers respond and pany 
closed down. 
3:32am - MALICIOUS MISCHIEF: Student call to report a male smashing car windows In front of 
Sigma Pi fraternity house. Officer responds, suspect gone upon arrival. 
I 0:57am - STOLEN CAR: Resident of Founders Hall calls to report his vehicle stolen. Officer re-
sponds, Worcester Police notified, report filed. 
Wednesday, February 27, 1991 
6:24pm- MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Student calls to report an ankle injury. Officer responds. 
student transported to hospital. 
Friday, March l, 1991 
I : 18am- NOISE COMPLAINT: Report ofloud music at Sig Ep Fraternity house. Officers respond, 
houses advised. 
I :35am- NOISECOMPLAINT: Report of loud music at Theta Chi fraternity house, Officers respond 
music turned down. 
T uesday, March 5, 1991 
9:52pm- BREAKING AND ENTERING: Report of break-in at8 Regent Street. (ATO Fraternity 
House). Officers respond, Worcester Police notified report filed. 
Sunday, March 10, 1991 
I: 16am - ALCOHOL VIOLATION: Sergeant reports confiscating beer from 3 students m front of 
Alden Hall. 
Tuesday, March 12, 1991 
3:49pm - MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Plant services person enters station with breathing problem. 
Person transported to hospital. 
Wednesday, March 13, 1991 
9:13pm- MOTOR VEHICLE FIRE: Student reports car on fire on Institute Road. Officers respond, 
Worcester Fire Department notified. 
T hursday, March 14, 1991 
6:40am - VANDALISM: Plant services reports Oood on Salisbury labs. Officer notified, incident 
under investigation. 
Friday, March IS, 1991 
II :38pm - BREAK INTO MOTOR VEHICLE: Student reports car windows ~mashed tn Stoddard 
lot. Officer responds. report filed. 
Sunday, March 17, 1991 
2: 12om - MEDICAL EMERGENCY: Student into station wtth cut on foreheud. Officer report~. 
student tran\ported to hO'tpital. 
SAFETY TIP: Crtmt' Prt~·emw" ftp for The Restdence Area.f 
D o tmt Aet~f> mn11ev. p111 lt'f, ll'allrt.\, nr ;ewelry lyingiJut K ee11 them rmt of W,l(lll 
Tuesday, \1arch 26 
12:00 !Noon) - Ma''· Rellgwu' Center 
4:30pm Kinnicull Hull. Lc~turc h}' Dr. I latcl Hcndcr.un "\ luturi'>t Pcr.pccti\C of the 
Envmmmcnt." 
5;(10pm- 7 !lOpm- lntcmauunal Bullet lur \tlltkn" on nll'al pl.m Mor!lan and Founder' 
Dnvmg Hal" 
7:.30 pm Murgan Rnmn A MU\ tc "Tiw Bnolo.. nl Stgtl\" 
X.OO pm Gumpci'' Plucc. 'ipc<.:trum/l'mcmutcdt r•~·.,cnts· Snllt Kcll) tn"Thc Devil, You 
Sa) 1 " •\dtlll,\ltlll I rn: 
\\ cdnc,da). \l:trrh 27 
11 (I() 1\lnonl "'"'ill Rdtglllll' c~·nt\ I 
Ill ()(l;~m to 1:00pm· Cl I ll KAI. I I<; rl\ \I. .11 \ldc11 ll.tll 
IO:OO.un • lndtan Sunj!' 
10. 'Oam • Fnrtak1a • \lu~•~ 11om tlw Antk'> 
II :CKJam - Bhangm - lndtun Dann: - l..um Dan~ c., 
II :.10am- f-urtalc1a Mu,tt I rum the Andc' 
12:00 (Noon)- The Sorru~ uf a Gtrl named Buran Vtctname.,c .. ong. Song from Gn:ece. 
I 2:30pm - Fortalc7a Mu .... c from the Andc' 
I :OOpm - Tae K won Do - Korean Manta! An\ 
I :.30pm · The sorrow of a Gtrl named Buran, Vtctnume~ w ng 
2:00pm · To a Fnend - Korean Song 
2:30pm - Hellenic Dance Ensemble 
6:30pm - Presentation: How docs the economy of Eastern Europe measure up to the 
Western Hall'? SLOJ I. 
8:00pm- Gompe!'s Place: Video "Little Mermaid", Admis!tion: Free 
Thursday, March 28th 
7:00pm - Holy Thursday Mas!'. at The Wedge. 
Friday, March 29th 
7:00 pm - Good Friday Services at Religious Center 
Sunday, March 31st 
II :30 am - Ea.~ter Sunday Mass at The Wedge. 
6:30pm and 9:30pm- Film, "Fiatliners", Perreault Holl. $2.00. 
Month or March: 
M-F: 8am·l l pm: Sat: 8nm-9pm. 
Gordon Library, Third Floor Gallery: Portfolios of two women in literature and photography. 
Willa Cather's Red Cloud and Eudora Welty's Twenty Photographs. 
Gordon Library Vestibule: Women at WPI. 
A.A. ZAMARRO REALTY CO., 
21 INSTITUTE ROAD 
WORCESTER, MA 
APARTMENTS APARTMENTS APARTMENTS 
DON'T WAIT! WON'T LAST! 
* Walking distance to WPI 
* Clean: Studios, 1, 2, 3 bedroom units 
* Gorgeous Victorian Buildings 
* Locations: 21 Institute Road 
15 Dean Street 
1 0, 14, 45 Lancaster Street 
59 Dover Street 
88 Elm Street 
* Starting Rent $350 and up 
* Applianced kitchens, tiled baths 
* Occupancy June 1, 1991 
Call today for an appointment! 
795-001 0 days 
752-7822 or 752-5169 evenings 
Offered by 
A.A. Zamarro Realty Company 
** BONUS given to tenants signing lease and paying deposit prior to April 1, 1991 . 
This ad must accompany you. 
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